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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
1

Lot
4

Lot
7

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Blackfriars station
shared by the District & Circle Lines and featuring
the colours of both lines plus a 'bullseye' logo for
the District. It is less common for these panels to
include the bullseye. 64" (163cm) long and in very
good ex-use condition with just a couple of small
chips and surface scratches. [1]

Pair of bus TICKET MACHINES, the first a Setright
Speed, serial no C091, believed to be ex-Midland
Red, containing a Midland Red West ticket roll
(machine prints OK, comes with metal box) and
the second a Bell Punch Automacheckit with
backing-plate & strap, box and 2 unused packs of
tickets for A W C Motor Service (A & C Wigmore
Ltd of Dinnington, South Yorks). [2]

London Underground ENAMEL PLATE 'Colour Key'
which would originally have been attached to a
platform line diagram. Measures 15" x 7" (38cm x
17cm) and in ex-use condition with some small
enamel losses, mainly around the screw-holes. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot
2

A complete run of the London Transport staff
magazine "Bulletin - a Newsletter for all the Men
and Women of Country Buses and Coaches" from
issue 1 of September 1966 to issue 13 of
November 1969 (presumably the last) plus special
editions dated June 1966 and August 1967.
Rarely-seen items. All in first-class condition. [15]

Lot
5

Pair of bus TICKET MACHINES, the first a Setright
Speed, serial no 898, with a sticker 'Travel Bebb',
a Welsh independent operator. Machine prints a
faint ticket. The second is a Bell Punch 'Ultimate'
machine, no serial no or operator apparent and
requires servicing/repair as levers are jammed.
[2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot
3

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Northwood/Watford on
the Metropolitan Line. Double-sided, reversable,
with brass ends. In ex-use condition with a little
damage to the enamel on both sides. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
8

Quantity (26) of 1937 London Transport Green
Line Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS. 3
duplications noted, otherwise all different with
most routes covered. In very good condition. [26]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
9

Lot
6

London Transport RT or RTL bus ROUTE NUMBER
PLATE for route 19 from a 1950-63 Battersea
garage RTL or Holloway garage RT, in ex-use
condition, plus 2 x bus stop enamel G-PLATES for
the 1979 Routemaster-operated 'Shoplinker'
service, in excellent ex-stop condition. [3]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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A brass bus or tram BELL as used to stop the
vehicle on request. Designed to be fitted to the
ceiling and operated by pulling a cord fixed to the
plunger. Date unknown but estimated
c1900-1920. In very good ex-vehicle condition
and rings well. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
10

Lot
13

Lot
16

Aldershot & District Traction Co Ltd enamel BUS
STOP FLAG from the 1950s/60s. Fully-flanged,
double-sided. Measures 12" x 12.5" (31cm x
32cm). Other than a small chip on both sides, in
excellent condition. [1]

c1902 Central London Railway fold-out POCKET
MAP produced to promote its service from Bank
to Shepherds Bush. The line is superimposed in
red on a street-map background and shows the
generating station and depôt at the western end
with an inset plan of the subways at Bank on the
top right. The reverse has travel and ticket
information etc. Slight wear at the folds and
edges but overall a very good copy. [1]

Selection of circa 1950s/60s HACKNEY CARRIAGE
PLATES. They measure approx 12" x 7" (31cm x
18cm), two are alloy, the other is steel, the
former are in good condition, the latter is worn
and corroded. [3]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
11

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
17

Lot
14

Selection of BUS ITEMS comprising a 1970s
London Transport bus stop FARE STAGE SIGN (2
enamel plates on a bracket) in excellent
condition, a 2-piece VEHICLE BADGE SET 'Leyland
Atlantean', in good condition, and a pair of
1950s/60s Jersey VEHICLE REGISTRATION PLATES
'J 7015', origin unknown, in good condition. [5]

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1963-1968 inclusive. All in lightlyused, good condition. [6 volumes]

Pair of 1920s/30s Maidstone & District Motor
Services Ltd POCKET MAPS OF OMNIBUS
ROUTES. Not dated officially but the first has
been date-stamped 12 Sep 1925 and the second
29 May 1933, both dates seem appropriate from
the style of the maps. The former is in excellent
condition, the latter is very good. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
12

Lot
15

London
Underground
Q/CO/CP-Stock
DESTINATION PLATE Inner Circle/Sth Kensington
on the District/Circle Lines. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. The plate was relettered by London Transport and the original,
enamel Metropolitan Line destinations of
Amersham/Rickmansworth can be discerned
underneath. In well-used but very reasonable
condition with some damage from use that has
been restored. [1]

TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising "Peacock's"
Watford Railway Time Table for May 1922
(includes some motor-bus times), in good, lightlyused condition, plus "Strong's" Local Train and
Motor Bus Time Tables for Bromley dated July 6,
1930, age-darkened, pencilled annotation on
cover but generally good. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Lot
18

Quantity of 1930s-50s EXPRESS COACH SERVICES
FLYERS from East Kent Road Car Co (1940s/50s x
8), Maidstone & District Motor Services Ltd
(1930s x 7) and Southdown Motor Services Ltd
(1940s/50s x 10). Most are in good to very good
condition. [25]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
19

Lot
22

Lot
25

Set of London Transport Central Bus TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS. This is the complete set (full run of 12
issues) of the public version of the 'Red Book'
timetables issued from Summer 1961 to Summer
1967. Some are lightly-used but generally good to
very good. [12]

London Transport enamel 'DOLLY' BUS STOP
PLATE (Request) plus GARAGE ALLOCATION
STENCIL PLATES FOR Camberwell (Q) and Upton
Park (U) plus a stainless steel AEC COACH or
LORRY BADGE (flanged) plus a BUS or LORRY
STEERING WHEEL, possibly ex-RT bus. All items
are in ex-use condition with appropriate wear. [9]

London Transport (London Country) coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green Line route 715A
Saturday Kingston Guildford. In very good, exstop condition, this plate would probably have
been located in the Hammersmith/Barnes area.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
20

London Underground Standard (1920s) Tube
Stock enamel DESTINATION PLATE for Barons
Court/Rayners Lane on the Piccadilly Line.
Double-sided, reversable with brass ends. In exuse condition with some small chipping around
the chain-holes. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
21

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
23

1911 London Underground POCKET MAP loosemounted in a thick-card frame for display (taped
in position at one point on reverse). This edition
shows the 3 separate Hammersmith stations, the
CLR extension to Liverpool St under construction
and the LBSCR lines to Crystal Palace. An exguidebook issue in very good condition. Measures
15" x 12" (38cm x 31cm) with frame. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
26

Pair of London Transport RT-type bus enamel
RADIATOR BADGES, one from a Central Area (red)
bus and the other from a Country Area (green)
vehicle. These are genuine ex-service examples
rather than the after-market badges commonly
seen and both are in ex-vehicle condition with
some small blemishes but good overall. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
27

Lot
24

A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Wood's Mews, W1, a short thoroughfare off Park
Lane in the heart of Mayfair. The 'Gothic' script of
the heading suggests a vintage of c1950s.
Measures 30" x 15" (76cm x 38cm), a few chips at
the edges and a small scratch but generally in
good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £250

Quantity (39) of Ian Allan 'ABC' BOOKLETS of
London Transport Buses etc dated between 1948
& 1979 with some duplicated issues. Many of the
earlier editions are in poor, underlined condition
although a number of those are very good,
unmarked. The later editions are in excellent,
unmarked condition. [39]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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London General Omnibus Company pocket MAP
AND GUIDES dated February 1914 and Winter
1919-1920. The former has a few small, short
repairs at some folds but is a very reasonable
copy overall, the latter has a couple of fold
partings but is otherwise good. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
28

Lot
31

Lot
34

Large quantity of London Transport/London
Country GREEN LINE TIMETABLE LEAFLETS mainly
dated between 1965 and 1978. A very
comprehensive collection with all routes
seemingly covered and very little duplication. All
are in good to very good condition. [220+]

Quantity of b&w (mainly) London TROLLEYBUS &
BUS PHOTOGRAPHS, size 6x4 (mainly), taken in
the 1930s-1970s. Includes trolleybuses plus RT,
RTL, RLH, RF, GS, RW, RM, ST, T, C etc. Generally
very good-quality shots. [approx 180]

Quantity (31) of 1935 London Transport Green
Line Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS. All different
with a wide selection of routes. Most are in good
to very good condition. [31]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £75 to £90
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
29

Quantity of b&w London TROLLEYBUS
PHOTOGRAPHS, both postcard-size and 6x4,
taken in the 1930s, war-time and post-war.
Includes 'Diddlers', experimental vehicles, Ceylon,
Spain etc. Generally very good-quality shots. [just
over 100]

Lot
32

1941 London Transport ALLOCATION OF
SCHEDULED BUSES AND COACHES for the
Country Area. Issue No 10, commencing
Wednesday, 8th October 1941. A scarce wartime
edition. Some pencilled annotations but generally
in very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £45 to £50

Lot
35

London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Ealing/East Ham on the
District Line. Double-sided, reversable, with brass
ends. An earlier type of plate, without the
centrally-located chain-holes and appears to be
intended for sliding into holders. Has small lugs at
top edge showing abbreviations of the
destinations. In used condition with some
enamel loss. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot
30

Quantity of b&w London TROLLEYBUS
PHOTOGRAPHS, size 6x4, taken in the 1950s-early
1960s. Generally very good-quality shots. [approx
190]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
33

London Transport bus stop enamel G-PLATE "For
Buses to Middle Row Garage". A G6-size plate
(equivalent to 6 e-plates) which would have been
located on a stretch of road used by buses
returning to this North Kensington garage which
closed in 1981. The lower half of the plate has
been signwritten at LT's Parson's Green works,
covering the original wording. In good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
36

Large quantity of London Transport HOLIDAY
SERVICES LEAFLETS & BROCHURES dated
1963-1984. These detail bus, Underground &
coach services at Easter, Whitsun, August BH &
Christmas etc. Virtually all different and mostly in
good to very good condition. [c100]
Estimate: £80 to £90

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
37

Lot
39

Lot
42

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (Request). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style, E6size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete with
runners for 6 e-plates on each side. This is the
less common version with a black bar. Measures
18" x 26" (46cm x 66cm) and is in very good, exuse condition with a good shine and just a few
small blemishes. [1]

London Transport brass CHASSIS TAG, aka a
DUMB-IRON PLATE, for double-deck bus STL 839
accompanied by a postcard-sized PHOTOGRAPH
of the bus in service in April 1949. STL 839
entered service at Merton garage in 1935 and the
last bus to carry this number was withdrawn from
Tring Country Area garage in March 1950 and
sent for immediate scrap. The vendor obtained
the tag from the scrapyard. In good, ex-vehicle
condition. [2]

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1958-1962 inclusive. All in lightlyused, good condition. [5 volumes]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot
38

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
43

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
40

A "Williamson" PUNCH TICKET MACHINE "Ticket
printer for Tramways, Omnibuses, Railways,
Steamboats &c". Serial no 2071. The version with
a side-action lever. Punches and rings OK. [1]
London Transport brass CHASSIS TAG, aka a
DUMB-IRON PLATE, for single-deck bus LT 1004
accompanied by a postcard-sized PHOTOGRAPH
of the bus in service in 1948. LT 1004 entered
service with the LGOC at Muswell Hill garage in
1931 and the last bus to carry this number, still at
Muswell Hill garage, was withdrawn in Nov 1949
and sent for immediate scrap. The vendor
obtained the tag from the scrapyard. In good, exvehicle condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

London Transport 1940s/50s enamel BUS STOP
FLAG 'Request'. A single-sided sign measuring 17"
x 15" (44cm x 38cm). In ex-use condition with a
little dirt-staining at the bottom edge and a few
small scratches but overall a very good example.
[1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
44

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
41

Selection of 1946 London Transport OFFICIALS'
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS for Country Area Buses
comprising North-West from May 29th (with
amendment leaflet no 1), South-West from Oct
2nd (with amendment leaflets nos 1 (photocopy)
and 2) and Western Area from June 19th and
from Dec 11. In good to very good condition. [4]
Quantity of Underground Group/Metropolitan
Railway LEAFLETS, FLYERS & PAMPHLETS from
1910-1930s including very early 'Country Walks'
(fragile), Safety First, Excursions & Outings,
Pleasure Parties, Season Ticket Rates, Metro
Walking Tour etc. Varying condition from fragile
to very good, most are good. [17]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
45

Lot
48

Lot
51

London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938-Tube Stock Driving Motor Car
11260. These plates were located inside, at the
end of each car above the inter-communicating
door. The plate has a few very small chips and
splashes of gold paint (easily removed, if wished)
from the re-painting of the grille behind the plate
upon car overhaul. [1]

An album containing a large quantity of London
Transport 1980s TRAVELCARD TICKETS, loosemounted in clear pockets. Considerable variety of
zones and issuing points with a mixture of issued
and unissued examples. All in very good to
excellent condition. [200+]

Selection of 1906 Great Northern, Piccadilly &
Brompton Railway POSTCARDS issued at the
opening of the line in December 1906 and
comprising 'Motor Car', Piccadilly Circus Station'
(both postally unused) and 'Interior Car shed'
(postally used 1911). All in good condition. [3]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
49

Lot
52

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Harrow
(Wealdstone)/Watford
(LMS)
on
the
Metropolitan Line. Double-sided, reversable, with
brass ends. In generally good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Southern Vectis (Isle of Wight) BUS STOP FLAG, a
1950s cast-alloy example with raised lettering
and original fare-stage plate '13'. In original Tilling
green and cream with 'request' finished in red.
Measures 12" x 13.5" (31cm x 35cm). A superb
example in excellent, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
46

1936 London Transport 'RED ROAD GUIDE'
TIMETABLES of Central Bus, Tram & Trolleybus
services, the issues dated June and Aug 5 - Oct 6.
These are the only editions of this comprehensive
booklet, effectively the public version of the
inspectors' 'red books', which was discontinued
after just two issues. In very good, lightly-used
condition, a little age-spotting to the rear covers.
[2]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot
50

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
53

Lot
47

Bradford Corporation Transport enamel BUS
STOP FLAG dated 1963. A double-sided sign
measuring 12 " (30cm) square. A few chips to the
enamel but generally a very nice example. [1]

Quantity of 1921 London General Omnibus
Company LEAFLETS 'LISTS OF MOTOR BUS
ROUTES', the weekly series during and
immediately after WW1. This is an unbroken run
of issues 1-24 (Jan-June) 1921 and virtually all are
in very good condition. [24]
Estimate: £150 to £180

London Transport enamel bus stop E-PLATE for
Mole Valley Transport Services, an independent
operator which took over a number of services in
the 1970s in the Leatherhead, Cobham, Oxshott
and Esher areas which had been abandoned by LT
& London Country. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
54

Lot
57

Lot
60

1937 London Transport BUS TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS for Country Area (North), comprising
the August and November issues. Some agestaining to the covers but generally good. [2]

c1928/29 London Underground 'Stingemore'
POCKET MAP (yellow cover), lightly-used
condition, plus 6 other Underground POCKET
MAPS dated between 1947-63 and in lightly to
heavily-used condition. [7]

London Transport 1930s enamel bus stop
timetable panel HEADER PLATE. This is the preWW2 design featuring over and underlining with
diamond cutouts. Some damage from use, mainly
at the edges, but still a very reasonable example.
Size: 8" x 3" (21cm x 7cm). [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
55

A pair of London Transport bus GARAGE &
RUNNING NUMBER STENCIL-HOLDERS from A
(Sutton) and AF (Putney) garages respectively,
including running number stencils, plus a quantity
(28) of RUNNING NUMBER STENCILS with a wide
range of numbers. Includes some pairs. [32
items]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
58

A London Transport enamel BUS GARAGE SIGN
'No unauthorised person.....Children under 16....'
etc with the LT bullseye, one of the once wellknown signs fixed in the 1950s/60s to all LT bus
garages to deter entry by bus-spotters (did they
work?!). Measures 24" x 18" (61cm x 46cm) and
in ex-use condition. Some chips to the face have
been touched in but sign still presents well. [1]

Lot
61

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 705 destinated Bromley,
Westerham, Sevenoaks. This would have been
located on a southbound stop, perhaps in Catford
or Lewisham. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Lot
56

Complete FOURTH VOLUME of 'PENNYFARE', the
pre-war London Transport magazine, issues 1-12
from January to December 1937. The usual
corroded staples but overall in good to very good
condition. [12 issues]
Estimate: £80 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
59

Pair of London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS ('Inspector's Red Books') of Central
Area Buses, Trolleybuses & Green Line Coaches
on and from 11 November, 1959 and 11 May,
1960 respectively. Fine examples in excellent,
unmarked condition apart from the official's
annotations on the cover of the latter. [2]

Lot
62

London Underground fully-flanged ENAMEL SIGN
'Notice....Warning' of the type formerly sited at
the end of platforms, mainly at surface stations.
These signs were in situ from the 1930s onwards
and were mostly replaced by modern 'health &
safety'-compliant notices in the 1980s. Measures
33" x 21" (84cm x 53cm). Some chips at the edges
but otherwise good with an excellent shine. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
63

Lot
66

Lot
69

3 x London Transport Routemaster 'Gold Arrow'
enamel RADIATOR BADGES, believed to have
been made for routes 28 & 31 in 1988 (all in
excellent, as-new condition) plus a pair of London
Transport GARAGE STENCIL PLATES for Victoria,
Gillingham Street (GM) garage, in very good, exuse condition. [5]

Large quantity of London Transport, mostly
1930s-vintage TRAM PUNCH TICKETS. The vast
majority are for the service from Hampstead to
Moorgate/Holborn although a few other routes
plus some LCC Tramways tickets also noted.
Variable condition from poor to very good.
[approx 1,200]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £70 to £90

1923 London Underground MAP of the Electric
Railways of London "What to see and how to
travel". Designed by MacDonald Gill with his
distinctive style of calligraphy and map border,
this is the issue dated 1/11/23 which shows the
British Empire Exhibition stations with red dots. In
used condition with some annotations on the
cover and foxing marks in places but a very
reasonable copy still. [1]

Lot
64

Lot
67

London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Aldgate/Liverpool St on
the Metropolitan/Circle Lines. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In ex-use condition
with some small enamel losses on both sides. [1]

Great Western Railway (GWR) CAST-IRON SIGN
"Notice. Platelayers and others must be careful
when opening out ballast on this bridge not to
damage the asphalte [sic]." Measures 16" x 10"
(42cm x 25cm), raised lettering. In very good, exuse condition. [1]

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1954-1957 inclusive. All in lightlyused, good condition. [4 volumes]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
68

Lot
71

British Empire Exhibition at Wembley items
comprising the 1924 fold-out PLAN & MAP
designed by Kennedy North in a style similar to
MacDonald Gill with an Underground map with
calligraphed station names and elaborate,
colourful illustrations (lightly used) plus the 1925
"New Wembley...May - October" GUIDE (wellused, some fold-partings). [2]

Small selection of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES for routes 457, 457A & 457D
(all a little weathered) plus a London Transport
bus conductor's wooden TICKET RACK (damaged
at both ends but still just usable) part-filled with 9
x PUNCH TICKET PACKS, all complete & unused, 7
for the Vintage Bus Service/Tour and 2 'deaf &
dumb' type. [4 items]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
70

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
65

Considerable quantity of London Transport
POCKET MAP AMENDMENT LEAFLETS comprising
36 x Central Bus/Central Bus & Trolleybus
between 1949-56, 1 x Tram & Trolleybus 1950
and 36 x Country Bus between 1950-68. Virtually
all different and nearly all in very good condition.
[73]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
72

Lot
74

Lot
77

Set of London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATES from a 4-car unit of 1962-Tube
Stock comprising Driving Motor Cars 1486 &
1487, Trailer 2486 and Non-Driving Motor Car
9487. These plates were located inside the end of
each car above the inter-communicating door. In
good, ex-use condition with a few small chips
around some of the screw-holes and the odd
paint-splash. [4]

Selection of Midland Red EPHEMERA comprising
3 x Leamington Spa Area TIMETABLE BOOKLETS,
dated May-Sept 1936, October 1954 & March
1958 plus 3 x COACH EXCURSION GUIDEBOOKS,
hardback, Bournemouth, Isle of Wight & Devon
1954, Sunny South Coast 1959 & Perthshire
Highlands & Royal Deeside 1960 plus 19 x BUS &
COACH LEAFLETS dated 1940s-1960s incl
Motorway Express. Generally all in good to very
good, used condition. [25 items]

1951 quad-royal POSTER MAP 'London &
Suburbs, Main Line Railways and connecting
Railways of the London Transport Executive'.
Issued by the British Transport Commission, a
very detailed and interesting map with many
now-closed lines and stations, also showing
county borders and golf courses. Has been folded
and has short edge-tears, a small edge-loss at the
top and general light wear but still displays well
overall. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
75

Lot
78

Selection of Midland Red items comprising the
REGISTRATION PLATES (front & rear) 851 KHA
from BMMO D9 bus 4851, a RADIATOR BADGE
'BMMO' probably ex-D9 plus another, smaller
BMMO VEHICLE BADGE. All in good, ex-use
condition. [4]

London Underground 1950s/60s enamel FRIEZE
PANEL from the platforms at Holland Park station
on the Central Line. Length 52" (132cm). A couple
of small chips but generally in very good
condition. [1]

London Underground enamel DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Hammersmith
via
Paddington/Whitechapel on the Hammersmith &
City Line. Double-sided, reversable, with brass
ends. In well-used condition but generally good.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
73

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
76

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PLATE from the Central Line
with the line name on the bar of a traditional
London Transport bullseye. Length 37" (94cm). A
couple of chips but generally in very good
condition. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £120
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
79

Lot
82

Lot
85

c1902 linen-backed, fold-out MAP 'The Tramways
of London'. Appears to have been prepared by
LCC Tramways for official use. Measures 36" x 26"
(93cm x 66cm) and shows the LCC boundary
superimposed on a streetmap background with
existing LCC routes, those authorised under the
1901/02 Acts, many horse-drawn routes not
belonging to the LCC, Brixton Hill cable tram etc.
A fascinating & unusual map in good, lightly-used
condition, worn covers. [1]

London Transport Tramways ROUTE NUMBER
STENCIL PLATE for service 38 which ran between
Embankment & Abbey Wood. This is the largersize version which was displayed on the upper
deck at each of the tramcar. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

1937 London Transport Underground MAP. A
special printing produced to accompany the 1937
Report & Accounts of the LPTB. Opens out to 24"
x 18 " (61cm x 46cm), single-sided, and shows the
system superimposed in black & red on a street
map with the planned extensions to Ongar &
Denham (Central Line) and to Alexandra Palace,
High Barnet & Aldenham (Northern Line). A short
fold parting at the bottom, otherwise in very
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
83

Lot
80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
86

Quantity (33) of 1934 London Transport Green
Line Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS. All different
and most, if not all, routes covered. Most are in
good to very good condition. [33]
A traditional STREET SIGN 'Baker Street' in cast
alloy with raised lettering and measuring 39" x 9"
(98cm x 23cm). 1950s/60s style. Original location
unknown. In good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
84

Lot
81

Offically bound fifth volume of 'PENNYFARE', the
London Transport magazine, issues 1-12 from
January to December 1938. Complete with index
and in excellent condition. [1 volume - 12 issues]
Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
87

Selection of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES for routes 206, 215, 216, 283 and 406.
Some weathering etc but generally in good, exstop condition. [5]
Pair of Thames Valley 1950s/60s enamel BUS
STOP FLAGS, the first 'By Request', a doublesided, fully-flanged flag (16" x 15" - 40cm x 38cm)
with bolted-on fare-stage plate and the second a
single-sided plate with red lettering (the
compulsory version) measuring 15.5" a 14.5"
(39cm x 37cm). The former is in excellent
condition, minor blemishes only, the latter is a
little weathered with some chips, mainly at the
screw-holes. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE BOOKLET
of Trams and Trolleybuses on and from
Wednesday, April 13th, 1949. In very good,
unmarked condition. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
88

Lot
90

Lot
93

1951 London Transport quad-royal POSTER MAP
of central London, showing Underground,
bus/tram/coach
&
main-line
railways
superimposed on a street-map. This issue also
shows the various Festival of Britain sites. A
detailed, high-quality map with the classic border
of angled bullseyes, as posted at Underground
stations and bus stops etc. Folded, a few edgescuffs, a couple of very small fold-corner partings
but generally a good example. [1]

Considerable quantity of 1950s-70s London
Transport PUBLICITY MATERIAL comprising
leaflets, pamphlets, booklets on a wide variety of
subjects plus some blank LT letterhead plus a set
of 1929 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS for the
Hammersmith & City Railway Joint Committee.
Most items in very good to excellent condition.
[80+]

Set of circa 1950s ROUTE MAP POSTERS issued by
Western National & Southern National,
Proprietors of Royal Blue Express Services, and
each covering an operational area, these being
Somerset & Dorset, Somerset & East Devon,
Wiltshire, Cornwall, South Devon & East Cornwall
and North Devon & North Cornwall. Illustrations
of towns etc in the borders. Measure 30" x 20"
(76cm x 51cm) and in good condition, folded,
with some edge scuffs and wear. [6]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
91

Lot
89

London Underground TRIP-COCK TESTING SIGNAL
LAMP. A blue-lensed track-side unit made by
Westinghouse which was (and is) used to indicate
whether a train's trip-cock arm is operating
correctly. If it fails to operate, the lamp will not
extinguish and suitable remedial action can be
taken. In ex-use condition. An unusual item! [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
94

London
Transport/London
Country
bus
AUTOFARE ITEMS comprising an ENAMEL SIGN re
coin and token insertion PLUS approx 175 1970s
FARECHARTS for DMS etc vehicles fitted with AFC
equipment, covering routes from 5 to 299 plus
night and suffix routes PLUS 26 x 1970s London
Country AUTOFARE FARECHARTS on card, all
different. [Quantity]

Southern National enamel BUS STOP FLAG. A
1950s/60s double-sided sign in cream and green
enamel. Measures 12.5" x 10.5" (32cm x 27cm)
and in excellent, ex-use condition with nothing
more than minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
92

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Harrow/Wembley Park
on the Metropolitan Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In ex-use condition
with a little damage to the enamel on both sides.
[1]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
95

Lot
98

Lot
101

1909 London Underground STREET & RAILWAY
MAP IN SECTIONS. A 54-page booklet featuring
prominent use of the then recently-introduced
UndergrounD logo and incorporating a coloured
system map, a monochrome illustration of the
'No need to ask a p'liceman' poster, sectional
street plans with the Underground lines
superimposed and a street index. A very good
example in lightly-used condition. [1]

London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Hampstead station on the Northern Line.
This is a tunnel-side sign measuring 24" (61cm)
square with its accompanying, original alloy
frame and is slightly curved to fit against the
tunnel wall. In excellent condition, barely a mark.
[1 + frame]

Large quantity of mainly 1950s London Transport
bus EXCURSION LEAFLET FLYERS ('Going to the
Races', Sunday Bus Excursions, Coronation Tour,
Sightseeing, Conducted Coach Tours etc ) from
the heyday of such leisure activities. Huge variety,
a little duplication noted. Mostly in good to
excellent condition. [170+]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
99

Lot
102

Pair of London Transport GARAGE ALLOCATION
STENCILS for Garston (GR) garage plus a STENCIL
PLATE HOLDER from the London Country era
from Hatfield (HF) garage, probably ex-Leyland
National, with RUNNING NUMBER PLATE '5'. All
in good, ex-use condition. [4]

1939 London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATE from P-Stock driving motor car
14197. The car was converted to CP-Stock in the
mid-1950s and re-numbered 54197 but this is the
original plate. These plates were positioned
above the inter-communicating doors inside each
end of the car. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
96

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 702 destinated Staines, Virginia
Water, Sunningdale. Likely to have been situated
at Brentford or Hounslow. Destinated e-plates for
the 702 are exceptionally uncommon. In
generally very good, ex-stop condition other than
a little scuffing near the bottom . [1]
Estimate: £500 to £750

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
100

Lot
97

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1950-1953 inclusive. All in lightlyused, good condition. [4 volumes]

1965 British Rail quad-royal POSTER MAP of the
Greater London Network. A most attractive map
featuring an early use of the BR logo and
presenting the network in colour-coded (by
London terminus), diagrammatic format. Includes
many now-closed lines, eg Addiscombe, Selsdon,
Forest Row, High Brooms etc. An unusual item. In
very good condition, folded. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
103

Set of brass PLATES from a London Transport STtype bus comprising a CHASSIS TAG (DUMB-IRON
PLATE) from ST 221 plus a brass BODY TAG for an
ST1-1 type body and a brass & alloy HUB PLATE
'AEC'. The original ST 221 entered service at
Seven Kings garage in 1930 and the last was
withdrawn at Hounslow garage in 1950 and sent
for scrap. All in good, ex-use condition. [3]
Estimate: £90 to £110
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
104

Lot
107

Lot
110

"GeneraL" (Underground Group) DESK CALENDAR
for 1927. High-quality, tear-off pad with a card
page for each working week, each headed with a
picture from the Underground or the buses or a
London scene. The top of the pad is bound with
leathercloth with 'GeneraL' in gold leaf. Item
comes in its original box (worn), is completely
unused and almost as new other than some
scuffs at the foot of the first page. [1]

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (Request). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style,
double-sided 'boat' flag in used condition with
some enamel damage. PLUS an E3-size 'BOAT'
with e-plate runners & containing e-plates for
routes N97 Night & 458 Mon-Sat. These 'boats'
were fixed separately below an E9 stop flag in
order to provide extra plate capacity at certain
stops. The 'boat' and plates are in good, ex-use
condition. [4 items]

1924/5 London Underground MAP of the Electric
Railways of London "What to see and how to
travel". Winter 1924/25 (November 1924)
edition. In lightly-used condition with small cover
stains and a very short fold tear but generally
good. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
105

Quantity (24) of 1937 London Transport Green
Line Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS. 1 duplication
noted, otherwise all different with most routes
covered. In very good condition. [27]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
106

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
111

Lot
108

Small selection of London Transport bus GARAGE
ALLOCATION STENCILS comprising a pair for
Sutton (A) and one each for High Wycombe (HE)
and Norwood (N). In good, ex-use condition. [4]
London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line routes 704 and 705 destinated
Windsor in each case (so good, they named it
twice). This would have been located towards the
western end of the routes, perhaps at Heathrow
Airport or Slough. In very good, ex-stop condition.
[1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
112

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
109

London Underground enamel DESTINATION
PLATE for Barking/Bow Road on the
Hammersmith & City Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with steel ends. An earlier variant, a
little longer than the later versions and without
chain-holes, designed to slide into runners and
possibly used on the pre-1937 electric stock or TStock. In well-used condition with some chipping.
[1]

1926 East Surrey Traction Co Ltd TIMETABLE
BOOKLET Winter Edition (First issue) dated
20/10/26 with map of routes in centre-fold. In
very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Pair of London Underground enamel PLATFORM
SIGN INFILLS (two semi-circle 'half-moons'),
dating from the 1930s with the black lining out.
They measure 31" x 12 " (79cm x 30cm) at their
maximum dimensions and, when coupled with a
c40" (102cm) bar, would make a complete
bullseye sign. A few minor blemishes, paint
splashes, but generally in very good condition. [2
pieces]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
113

Lot
116

Lot
119

Pair of REGISTRATION PLATES (rear) from London
Transport 1984 Dennis Dominators H1 & H3 plus
a Northern Counties COACHWORK PLATE from
one of the buses. H1-3 were part of the
'Alternative Vehicle Evaluation' trials in the 1980s.
H3 later operated for Capital Citybus and then
First Group. In ex-use condition. [3]

Quantity of London General Omnibus Co Ltd
MOTOR-BUS GUIDES (fold-out leaflets) from the
series issued c1917-1920 (some are dated 1919).
These feature the early General 'bullseye' logo
and were part of the first serious attempt to
encourage use of London buses for leisure
purposes after WW1. All are different and they
are mostly in good to very good condition. [21]

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1946-1949 inclusive. All in lightlyused, good condition. [4 volumes]

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
114

Complete sets of London Transport TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for Central Road Services for the years
1954, 1955, 1956 and 1957. Loose-bound and in
very good condition. [4 volumes]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
115

Complete sets of London Transport TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for Central Road Services for the years
1950 (starts with issue No 1 in August), 1951,
1952 and 1953. Loose bound and very good
condition. [4 volumes]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
120

Lot
117

Quantity (27) of 1933-35 (October 1933 on)
London Transport Green Line Coaches
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS. One duplicate noted,
otherwise all different. In good to very good
condition. [27]
Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
118

A City of London STREET SIGN from Bell Yard,
WC2, a small thoroughfare off the Strand
alongside the Royal Courts of Justice in London's
legal district. An opal glass sign in its original
aluminium frame, measuring 18" (46cm) square,
we estimate it to date from the 1950s or perhaps
a little earlier. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350
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London Transport buses BELL PUNCH TICKET
MACHINE, serial no 66542, complete with
backing-plate (marked 'London Transport') and
strap. Machine punches and rings. Plus a London
Transport leather CONDUCTOR'S CASH BAG in
well-used but still usable condition and a newish
strap. [2]
Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot
121

London Underground Standard (1920s) Tube
Stock enamel DESTINATION PLATE for
Northfields/Uxbridge on the Piccadilly Line.
Double-sided, reversable with brass ends. In
good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
122

Lot
125

Lot
128

London Underground linen-card POCKET MAP
from the Stingemore-designed series of 1925-32.
This is the 1932 last issue (the final pre-Beck
Underground map) with mustard cover and
showing all the line extensions completed with
opening dates on the reverse. Some small grease
stains on the cover but otherwise in very good
condition, just lightly used. [1]

London Transport c1960s UNIFORM CLOTHING
comprising an inspector's serge overcoat, an
Underground
waterproof
raincoat,
an
Underground waistcoat and a Central Buses
driver's summer dustcoat. All are approx medium
size and appear to be unworn. [4]

Pair of London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS ('Inspector's Red Books') of Central
Area Buses, Trolleybuses & Green Line Coaches
on and from May 14 and August 6, 1952
respectively. Fine examples in very good,
unmarked condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
126

Lot
129

London Transport c 1960s Central Buses
UNIFORM CLOTHING comprising a driver's serge
overcoat with white signalling cuff, a driver's
linen summer dustcoat (both approx medium and
appear unused), a conductor's serge jacket
(approx medium, lightly worn) and a
conductress's serge overcoat (size 6, appears
unused). [4]

Selection of London Underground paper STATION
NAME POSTERS as used for temporary signs etc.
These would be pasted on the bar of the platform
bullseye or roundel sign. Estimated date
1960s/70s. Some duplication (see picture)
includes names such as Arsenal, Highbury, South
Kensington, Trafalgar Square etc. In very good,
unused condition. [12]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot
127

Lot
130

Pair of WW2 London Transport OFFICIALS'
TIMETABLES of Trams and Trolleybuses, the
issues dated April 21, 1943 and October 20, 1943.
The former has detached, worn covers, the latter
is in very good, lightly-used condition with a small
loss to the front cover where an official's name
has been removed. [2]

United Automobile Services ENAMEL SIGN 'Time
Table Notices', approx 1930s/40s, measures 37" x
15" (94cm x 38cm), in used condition with some
dents and enamel losses, plus an Eastern
Counties Omnibus Company Ltd framed & glazed
NOTICE 'Luxury Coach Tours' to various
destinations with illustration of Bristol/ECW
coach and durations and prices in guineas, 12.5" x
20" (32cm x 51cm), c1950s, slight damp-staining
at bottom. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
123

Pair of Metropolitan Electric Tramways PANEL
TIMETABLES, one for route 21 dated January
1933 and the other for routes 26, 49 & 79 dated
November 1932. Both in very good condition,
folded once. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
124

Pair of London United Tramways PANEL
TIMETABLES, both dated February 1933, one for
routes 7, 7A, 7C, 55 & 89 and the other for route
89. Both in very good condition, folded once. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £140 to £160

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
131

Lot
134

Lot
137

London Transport enamel bus stop E-PLATE for
'Thames Weald'. This independent operator (Dr
Nesbitt Heffernan) was mainly known for its
Dartford Tunnel service which linked north Kent
with Romford. Plates for this operator are very
scarce indeed and this is the even more unusual
variant with blue lettering rather than the usual
green. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Acton Town/Shoreditch
on the District/East London Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In ex-use condition
with minor damage to the enamel on both sides.
An unusual combination of destinations. [1]

Selection of London Underground enamel
SECTION SWITCH PLATES, 2 x positive, 2 x
negative. 2 are ex-Jubilee Line, the others of
unknown origin. The plates measure 10.5" x 12"
(27cm x 31cm) and would have been located on
switch cabinets. In good, ex-use condition, a
couple of chips at the screw-holes. Unusual items.
[4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
132

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style,
E9-size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete
with runners for 9 e-plates on each side.
Measures 18" x 31" (46cm x 79cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition with a good shine and just
a small enamel loss on each side. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
135

Pre-1935 bus driver's/conductor's LICENCE
BADGES comprising City of St Alban, Conductor
no 142, enamel, single-sided and Luton, Driver No
46, single-sided in brass. Both in very good, exuse condition, complete with leather straps. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
136

Lot
133

1937 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP by H C Beck. Issue No 1, 1937. In
good, lightly-used condition, a little staining to
the cover but map-side very good. [1]

Pair of pre-1935 bus driver's & conductor's
LICENCE BADGES from Cardiff Corporation, both
numbered 41. Single-sided enamel badges,
complete with original leather straps, and in
good, ex-use condition with a couple of small
chips. [2]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
138

London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938-Tube Stock Driving Motor Car
10083. These plates were located inside, at the
end of each car above the inter-communicating
door. A couple of small chips but otherwise very
good. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
139

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
SIGN ' Salfords' from a 'Keston' wooden bus
shelter at this location in Surrey, north of Gatwick
Airport, which was served by the 405 group, 440
& 482 bus routes. A flanged, single-sided sign
measuring 18" (46cm) square and in excellent
condition with barely a blemish. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
140

Lot
143

Lot
146

Selection of bus DESTINATION BLINDS comprising
examples
from
Birkenhead
Corporation,
Blackburn Corporation and Central SMT
(Motherwell depôt, Bristol Lodekka). All are
complete blinds, undated but estimated
1950s/60s, and in good, ex-use condition. [3]

Red Rover of Aylesbury DESTINATION BLIND
dated 21.3.86 and manufactured for them by
London Transport in full LT style. Coded 'LS' for
use in a Leyland National. Both white hems
present. Some winding damage at the edge of
around 8 panels but otherwise in good, used
condition. A most unusual blind. [1]

Selection of London Country DESTINATION
BLINDS for Leyland National buses comprising 2
from Chelsham (CM) garage (11/78 & undated)
and 2 from Godstone (GD) garage, both undated.
All different variants and in very good, ex-use
condition. [4]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
141

Pair of Glasgow Corporation TRAM DESTINATION
BLINDS, the first the wider type used on the
older, standard cars, undated, possibly from
Coatbridge depôt and the second the narrower
variant used on later cars, eg Coronation class,
also undated and probably from Dalmarnock
depôt. Both are complete and in ex-use conditon,
the first is heavily used, the second less so. [2]

Lot
144

Pair of Glasgow Corporation TRAM DESTINATION
BLINDS from Newlands depôt, one for the upper
box and the other for the lower. These are the
narrower blinds used on the more modern cars,
eg Coronation class. Both are complete and in
very good, ex-use condition. [2]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
142

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for Leyland Titan vehicles comprising 'KM'
from Romford, North Street (NS) garage dated
6/86, 'CC' blinds from Bexleyheath (BX) garage
dated 2.11.85, from Sidcup (SP) garage and from
Bromley (TB) garage, both undated, and an 'NN'
blind from Bromley (TB) garage, undated. All are
complete blinds in good/very good, ex-use
condition. [5]

Lot
145

Selection of London Transport 1980s/90s
DESTINATION BLINDS for Leyland National &
Dennis Dart buses comprising Red Arrow
(undated), Croydon (TC) garage (7/88) and
Romford, North Street (NS) garage (c1980), all
Leyland National, plus 2 x Hounslow garage (AV)
for DR & DT vehicles (undated). All are complete
blinds in good/very good, ex-use condition. [5]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
147

Selection of London Country DESTINATION
BLINDS for Leyland National & other vehicles
comprising 2 x LN from Dorking (DS) garage (9/74
& undated), 1 LN from Reigate (RG) garage
(undated), a pair (ultimate & number) from
Staines (ST) garage for an on-hire Daimler
Roadliner and 1 for an RB coach from Windsor
(WR) garage (undated). All in good/very good, exuse condition. [6]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
148

Matched pair of British Rail, Southern Region
DESTINATION BLINDS from a Class 508 unit
comprising one 'ultimate' and one 'via points'.
The 508s had only a short operation on Southern
Region metals (Wimbledon Park depôt, 1979-85)
before transfer to Merseyside. Made in a plastic
material, both are in very good, ex-use condition.
[2]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
149

Lot
151

Lot
154

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for M-class vehicles comprising an 'NN'
blind from Norbiton (NB) garage dated 26.7.85, 2
x 'KM' blinds from Brixton (BN) garage dated
23.9.85 and from Ash Grove (AG) or Clapton (CT)
garages (undated) respectively and a 'CC' blind
from Hanwell (HL) garage (undated). All are
complete blinds in good/very good, ex-use
condition. [4]

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for M-class vehicles comprising an 'NN'
blind from Fulwell (FW) garage (undated), a 'KM'
blind' from Alperton (ON) garage dated 10.7.80
and another from Victoria, Gilligham Street (GM)
garage (undated), a 'CC' blind from Edmonton
(EM) garage dated 25.2.82 and another from
Putney (AF) garage dated 20.1.84. All are
complete and in good/very good, ex-use
condition. [5]

Selection of London Country DESTINATION
BLINDS for Leyland National etc comprising 2 x LN
from Harlow/St Albans (HA/SA) garages (7/78 &
undated), an LN and a Metrorider blind from Two
Waters (HH) garage (both undated) and an LN
from Amersham (MA) garage dated 11/78. All in
good/very good, ex-use condition. [5]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
150

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for M-class vehicles comprising an 'NN'
blind from Harrow Weald (HD) garage and
another with no garage indicated (both undated),
a 'KM' blind from Victoria, Gillingham Street (GM)
garage dated 13.9.84 and another from Sutton
(A) garage (undated) plus a 'CC' blind from
Holloway (HT) garage dated 26.2.85. All are
complete and in good/very good, ex-use
condition. [5]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
155

Lot
152

Pair of Southern & Western National
DESTINATION BLINDS comprising a Western
National blind from Bridport & Weymouth depôts
dated June 1975 and a Southern National
example from Weymouth depôt, undated but
probably 1960s or earlier. Both are complete
blinds, the first in good, ex-use condition, the
second well-used but very reasonable. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Selection of bus DESTINATION BLINDS comprising
examples from Eastern Counties (Norwich Area),
undated but c1960s/70s, South Wales Transport
(Clydach & Pontardawe) dated 1971, and
Western National (St Austell & Newquay depôts),
probably for a Bristol Lodekka, 3-box type,
undated but c1960s. All are complete blinds in
good, ex-use condition. [3]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
156

Lot
153

Pair of Glasgow Corporation TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLINDS, the first for the upper box
and the second for the lower. Complete blinds,
both in ex-use condition, the former has
considerable deterioration, the second is good.
[2]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Pair
of
Southport
Corporation
buses
DESTINATION BLINDS comprising the destination
and via points variants. From the 1950/60s period
and both are complete and in good, used
condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
157

Lot
160

Lot
163

Pair of Dundee Corporation buses DESTINATION
BLINDS comprising the top blind (destination) and
lower blind (via points). Believed to be from the
1950s and both are well-used but complete. [2]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 713 destinated Shenley, St
Albans, Dunstable. Likely to have been situated in
Borehamwood or Radlett, just before the 713
briefly deviated from sister route 712 on the only
occasion for their entire journeys from Dorking to
Dunstable. Destinated e-plates for the 713 are
exceptionally uncommon. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1942-1945 inclusive. All in lightlyused, good condition. [4 volumes]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
158

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
164

Estimate: £600 to £800

Lot
161

Pair of bus DESTINATION BLINDS, the first
thought to be from Mansfield Corporation and
the second from Northern General, Jarrow
garage. Undated but approx 1950s/60s. Both are
good, ex-use condition, the first has greater wear.
[2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
159

London Underground District Line R-Stock
DESTINATION BLIND. Undated but c1950s, this is
a complete blind, manufactured in bus-style
paper-on-linen, probably at Aldenham Bus
Works, and marked 'District Line' on both white
hems. In very good, ex-use condition, just slight
fraying at the edges in places. [1]

Quantity (33) of 1933 (pre-October) Green Line
Coaches Ltd/Acme/Skylark/LPTB Coach Services
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS. All different, great variety.
In good to very good condition. [27]
Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot
162

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Amersham/Rickhamsworth on the Metropolitan
Line. Double-sided, reversable, with brass ends.
In ex-use condition with a some damage to the
enamel on both sides. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160
Estimate: £80 to £100

London Transport bus stop enamel G-PLATE "For
Buses Starting from Seven Kings L.T. Garage
Only". A G6-size plate (equivalent to 6 e-plates)
which would have been located at the first stop
outside this garage which closed in 1993. Some
chips to the face have been repaired but overall
in very reasonable, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
165

1930s
loose-leaf BINDER OF OFFICIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS of London Transport Country Bus
& Coach Department bus garages, bus stations
and waiting rooms. High-quality, whole-plate
photos taken in the 1930s and mounted on card
pages. Part of the official archive 'rescued' from
the Reigate Head Office upon closure, this binder
covers A-L, Addlestone to Luton. Picture shows a
small selection of the 68 photos in this binder,
see also next lot. [Binder with 68 photos]
Estimate: £90 to £110
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
166

Lot
169

Lot
172

1930s
loose-leaf BINDER OF OFFICIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS of London Transport Country Bus
& Coach Department bus garages, bus stations
and waiting rooms. High-quality, whole-plate
photos taken in the 1930/40ss and mounted on
card pages. Part of the official archive 'rescued'
from the Reigate Head Office upon closure, this
binder covers N-W, Northfleet to Windsor.
Picture shows a small selection of the 60 photos
in this binder, see also next lot. [Binder with 60
photos]

Quantity of London Transport Country Area Buses
POCKET MAPS dated from No 1, 1948 (first
edition) to 1969/70 (last edition). Almost a
complete run, minimal duplication. Condition
varies from lightly-used to very good, mostly the
latter. [30]

Large quantity of London Transport CARD
FARECHARTS for bus routes 113 to 298 plus night
routes & Inter-Station, dated 1977 and to fit
Routemaster, DMS vehicles. All different and in
excellent, unused condition. [approx 75]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
170

Lot
173

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
167

London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE BOOKLET
('Inspector's Red Book') of Central Area Buses on
and from Wednesday, October 26th, 1949. In
very good, unmarked condition. [1]

Considerable quantity of London Transport
Central Area Buses POCKET MAPS dated from
January 1949 to 1969, a very comprehensive run
with minimal duplication [47], plus a small
quantity of Trolleybus & Tram POCKET MAPS
dated from no 2, 1936 to January 1950 [12].
Condition varies from used to excellent, most are
very good. [59]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Pair of British Railways enamel banner SIGNAL
REPEATER DISCS with a black fishtailed banner on
a yellow background. Signs measure 20" (51cm)
in diameter and are in excellent, lightly-used
condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
174

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
168

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
Aldershot & District route 55A, finished in the
green on white colours used for other operators.
We have not been able to establish where this
route entered LT's territory. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Lot
171

Large quantity of London Transport CARD
FARECHARTS for bus routes 1 to 109, dated 1977
and to fit Routemaster, DMS vehicles. All
different and in excellent, unused condition.
[approx 70]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Railwayana items comprising a Great Northern
Railway 'Acme Thunderer' WHISTLE inscribed 'G
N Ry' and a Midland Railway iron PAPERWEIGHT
inscribed on the base 'Midland Rly Co'. In good,
used condition, whistle contains 'pea'. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
175

Lot
178

Lot
181

London Underground Standard (1920s) Tube
Stock enamel DESTINATION PLATE for Rayners
Lane/Uxbridge on the Piccadilly Line. Doublesided, reversable with brass ends. In generally
good, ex-use condition with some some small
repairs. [1]

Pair of London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS ('Inspector's Red Books') of Central
Area Buses, Trolleybuses & Green Line Coaches
on and from October 20, 1948 and April 13, 1949
(incl Easter services) respectively. Fine examples
in excellent, unmarked condition. [2]

c1950s British ROAD SIGN 'Bend' (right-hand). A
cast aluminium sign (the later, lighter type) with
inset reflectors for night visibility and measuring
12" x 21" (31cm x 53cm). Manufactured by
'Franco'. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
176

Lot
179

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style,
E6-size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete
with runners for 6 e-plates on each side.
Measures 18" x 26" (46cm x 66cm) and is an
excellent example in very good condition with a
good shine. Just a few very small blemishes which
have been repaired. [1]

1958 POSTER issued by Rospa "British Road
Signs", measures 20" x 30" (51cm x 76cm), plus 2
x double-royal POSTERS comprising 1971 British
Rail "The Overground - Inter-City makes the going
easy from London" (has been folded) and c1970s
Greater London Council "London Flooding"
regarding warnings & procedures in the time
before the Thames Barrier. All have small
blemishes but are generally good. [3]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot
182

A City of London WARD BOUNDARY SIGN 'The
Ward of Cripplegate'. An oval enamel sign in its
original bronze and steel frame, measuring 20" x
13" (51cm x 33cm) at its maximum dimensions.
Cripplegate is one of the 25 ancient wards of the
City of London and was largely destroyed during
the Blitz in WW2. Today it is home to the
Barbican Estate & Centre. Estimated to date from
the 1970s/80s. In very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £190 to £220

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
177

Considerable quantity of London Transport
LEAFLETS 'Rural Rides / Rural Rides with a Rover
Ticket' from the various series issued betwen
1956 and 1965. Minimal duplication and most are
in good to very good condition. [66]

Lot
180

c1930s-1950s British ROAD SIGN 'Hill 1 in 8'. A
cast aluminium sign with inset reflectors for night
visibility and measuring 12" x 21" (31cm x 53cm).
Manufactured by 'G Ltd', reference '17'. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
183

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATES for
routes 616 Mon-Fri Peak Hours Express, with a
blue background, and Alder Valley routes 300 &
310 in green lettering. Both in very good, ex-stop
cpndition. [2]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £120 to £140
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
184

Lot
187

Lot
190

Selection of WW2 London Transport OFFICIALS'
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS for Country Area Buses
North-West Area comprising Nov 4th 1942 (with
amendment leaflet no 2), Oct 6th 1943 (with
amendment leaflet no 1), Apr 12th 1944 and Jul
5th 1944. The first has a loose cover, the rest are
in very good condition. [4]

London Transport brass CHASSIS TAG, aka a
DUMB-IRON PLATE, for double-deck bus ST 572
accompanied by a postcard-sized PHOTOGRAPH
of the bus in service in May 1949. ST 572 entered
service with the LGOC at Leyton garage in 1931
and the last bus to carry this number was
withdrawn from Alperton garage in Jan 1950 and
sent for immediate scrap. The vendor obtained
the tag from the scrapyard. In good, ex-vehicle
condition. [2]

London Underground enamel DESTINATION
PLATE for East Ham/Plaistow on the
Hammersmith & City Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with steel ends. An earlier variant, a
little longer than the later versions and without
chain-holes, designed to slide into runners and
possibly used on the pre-1937 electric stock or TStock. In well-used condition with some chipping,
one side very dirty. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
185

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
188

1937 London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATE from O-Stock driving motor car
14034. These plates were positioned above the
inter-communicating doors inside each end of the
car. In excellent, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
186

London Transport brass CHASSIS TAG, aka a
DUMB-IRON PLATE, for double-deck bus STL 73
accompanied by a postcard-sized PHOTOGRAPH
of the bus in service in July 1949. "Tilling" STL 73
entered service at Bromley garage in Jan 1931
and the last bus to carry this number (in green
livery) was withdrawn from Streatham garage in
Aug 1949 and sent for immediate scrap. The
vendor obtained the tag from the scrapyard. In
good, ex-vehicle condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
189

London Underground SIGN "Workmens Tickets"
detailing 3d fares to various stations. Thought to
date from the 1930s/40s as these tickets were renamed 'Early Morning Returns' in the 1950s. Sign
is made of painted metal and designed to be
hung at the ticket office at the appropriate time.
Measures 18" x 15" (46cm x 39cm) and in ex-use
condition. A most unusual item. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Officially bound volume of PENNYFARE, the
London Transport Magazine, comprising the last
peace-time issues from Jan-Sept 1939. In very
good condition. [1 volume, 9 issues]
Estimate: £70 to £80
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Lot
191

London Transport 1940s/50s enamel BUS STOP
FLAG 'Request', a single-sided sign measuring 17"
x 15" (44cm x 38cm). In ex-use condition with
some marks. Plus a c1980s London Transport bus
stop FARE STAGE SIGN, vinyl on enamel, doublesided on bracket, with Pass Zone markings. In exuse condition. [2]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
192

Lot
194

Lot
197

London Transport RT bus FLEET-NUMBER
(BONNET) PLATE from RT 3445. The original
vehicle with this identity entered service as a
green, Country Area bus at High Wycombe
garage in 1952 and the last to carry this number
was a red-liveried bus which finished as a training
vehicle at Shepherds Bush garage in 1978, being
scrapped the same year. In good, ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Selection of 1920s/30s Bus/Coach TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS comprising January 1924 'TBR' (Travel
by Road) Official Motor Omnibus & Charabanc
Guide of England & Wales (tear to spine, fold-out
map present but fold-tears), 1930 Summer
Programme London Coastal Coaches 'ABC' Guide
(good condition) and 1931 'Full Summer Edition'
of 'The Roadway' Express Services Time Table for
Great Britain (scuffed spine, otherwise good,
pocket at rear is empty). [3]

London Underground enamel PLATFORM
BULLSEYE SIGN from Tottenham Court Road. A
one-piece sign with the name on two lines and
with black lining to the circle which dates it to the
1930s/40s. It was probably replaced during the
1984 station refurbishment. Measures 47"
(119cm) across x 32" (82cm) down and is in good,
ex-use condition with a few chips to the enamel,
mainly at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £700 to £900
Estimate: £100 to £140

Lot
193

Pair of 1950s/60s BUS STOP FLAGS, the first for
Bristol, City & Country Services, measuring 13.5"
x 16" (34cm x 41cm), of man-made material, and
the second for Midland Red, with the famous
'wheel' logo, painted aluminium, measuring 13"
(33cm) square. Both in good, ex-use condition.
[2]

Lot
195

Complete sets of London Transport TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for Central Buses for the years 1946,
1947 (a few issues in those two years are
photocopies but most are originals), 1948, 1949
and 1950 (finishes with the last issue of the series
in July). Loose bound and very good condition. [5
volumes]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
196

Lot
198

Large loose-leaf BINDER entitled 'INFORMATION
MEMORANDUM - THE SALE OF LONDON BUSES'
TEN OPERATING COMPANIES'. Produced c1994
by the financial advisers to LRT in relation to the
privatisation of London Buses. Contains
comprehensive financial & other information on
the network and on each operating company. A
most unusual and historic document that would
have been on a very restricted original circulation.
In excellent condition. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
199

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 704 destinated Bromley,
Sevenoaks, Tunbridge Wells. Likely to have been
located on a stop in Catford or Lewisham. In very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

1936 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP by H C Beck. Issue No 2, 1936. In
very good condition, just very lightly used. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
200

Lot
203

Lot
205

London Underground Standard/1938 Tube Stock
enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Archway/Colindale on the Northern Line. Doublesided, reversable, with brass ends. In very good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Selection of London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1967 'Downland Walks' by
Christopher Hill, 1970 'Centenaries' by Peter
Roberson (1907-1989), 1970 'Ham House' by
Robert Micklewright (b1923), 1971 'Kew' by
Michael Carlo (b1945) and 1972 'Pimlico for the
Tate Gallery, new Victoria Line station now open'
by Hans Unger (1915-75). In generally reasonable
to good condition, some crumpling & edge scuffs,
small edge-tears, filing holes near top. [5]

A pair of London Transport POSTERS by Kathy
Wyatt, the first a double-royal 'Notting Hill
Carnival' (1999) and the second a 16" x 22" (42cm
x 56cm) 'Simply Active by Tube & Bus' (2001),
both have been initialled 'KW' bottom l/h corner,
believed to be the artist herself. Plus a 1960s
British Rail (London Midland Region) double-royal
POSTER 'The New Euston - Reshaping Progress'.
All are in very good condition with minor
blemishes only. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
201

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £160 to £200

Lot
204

Quantity (27) of London Transport POSTERS,
mainly 1960s/70s Underground, double-royal,
and including subjects such as Olympia
exhibitions, engineering works, Christmas
services, 'Fares from this Station', State Opening
of Parliament, fare changes, League Cup Final,
recruitment etc. Condition varies but most are
good with small blemishes. [27]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
202

1932 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
'Jack and Jill, an Underground Fairy Tale' by
Aubrey Hammond (1894-1940). Poster has
suffered with age and, prior to mounting on thin
card, had been folded with wear & partings at the
folds. As well as age-stains, there are small losses
and ongoing flaking. A rarely-seen poster and,
due to its poor condition, offered with a low
reserve. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Selection of London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1965 'These vehicles are
carrying...' by Heinz Zimran (1910-2008), 1968
'Tunbridge Wells' by Eric Thomas, 1969 'The
Tower' by Hans Unger (1915-75), 1971 'Imperial
War Museum' by Brian Liddle and 1971 'Epping
Forest' by Peter Roberson (1907-89). In generally
good condition, some edge scuffs, filing holes
near top. [5]
Estimate: £160 to £200
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Lot
206

1958 London Transport double royal POSTER
from the 'You are Here' series posted at
Underground stations, this example from London
Bridge. Originally folded, it has small filing holes
near the top edge, a little age-darkening towards
the foot and a short repaired tear at the bottom
r/h corner but generally presents well. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
207

Lot
210

Lot
213

1946 London Transport double royal POSTER
from the 'You are Here' series (although this one
is not so titled) posted at Underground stations,
this example from Holborn (Kingsway). Originally
folded, it has small holes and losses at/near the
edges and a few short repaired tears but
generally still presents well. [1]

Quantity (14) of London Transport BUS STOP
POSTERS. Dating from the 1960s-80s, these were
pasted to bus stops in order to change
temporarily the denomination of the flag. A wide
variety of types, some are duplicated. Posters
measure 16" x 14" (41cm x 36cm) and are in very
good, unused condition. [14]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

1946 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP by H C Beck (whose names appears on the
River Thames!) with a decorative border by 'Shep'
(Charles Shepard). Largely in pre-war style,
headed 'London's Underground', with the
planned Central & Northern Line extensions to
Ongar, West Ruislip, Bushey Heath and Alexandra
Palace. 'This station' arrow sticker at Highgate.
Previously folded, pin-holes etc at edges but
generally very good. [1]

Lot
208

Lot
211

Estimate: £800 to £1000

Lot
214

Selection of 1960s London Transport double-royal
POSTERS re the construction of the Victoria Line
comprising 1964 "Oxford Circus" by Clement
Dane Studio, 1965 "Victoria Station" and c1966
"Victoria Line - Tunnelling Progress". All have
some wear, blemishes and/or small tears but are
generally in good condition. [3]

Quantity (22) of London Transport 1960s
WINDOW SLIP POSTERS for RT, RF, GS-type buses
detailing route changes on a wide variety of
Country Area services. Measure 29" x 5.5" (73cm
x 14cm) and generally in excellent, unused
condition. [22]
Estimate: £80 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
209

Lot
212

Small selection of London Transport double-royal
POSTERS from the 1960s/70s comprising 1968
'Get away on a Green Line', 1974 'London
Transport Collection Gala Day', 1969 '140 Years of
London's Transport' by William Fenton, 1969
Country Bus Services network map, 1965 Green
Line Coaches by B G Lewis (1900-1966) & 1966
'New Green Line route 724 Express'. In
reasonable to good condition with some scuffed
edges, small edge-tears, filing holes near top. [6]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Quantity (42) of London Transport 1970s
Routemaster & RT bus SLIPBOARD POSTERS
bearing a large variety of destinations including
landmarks, art galleries, events, football & cricket
grounds etc. A few are duplicated. Posters are
unused, a few have minor storage wear. Measure
25" x 7.5" (64cm x 19cm) or 25" x 3.5" (64cm x
9cm). [42]

1986 London Underground double-royal POSTER
"The Removal Men are in" featuring a 'Bristow'
cartoon by Frank Dickens (b1932) plus 2 x 1980s
Underground internal POSTERS regarding safety
during the construction of the Terminal 4 loop of
the Piccadilly Line at Heathrow. All in good
condition, just minor creases and blemishes. [3]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £160
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Lot
215

Lot
217

Lot
219

1950s POSTER 'Associated Motorways Express
Coach Routes'. Shows the network of coach
routes on a map of England & Wales. Undated
but the style and the illustration of a streamlined
coach suggest early 1950s. Measures 20" x 29"
(51cm x 73cm) and is in good condition with a
little wear at the folds and some edges. [1]

London Transport double-royal POSTERS
comprising 1965 "Little Venice" by John Finnie
(b1935) who designed posters for LT from
1962-75 and 1970 "Centenaries" by Peter
Roberson (1907-89) who designed posters for LT
from 1948-78. Posters have been folded and have
a few blemishes - stains, nicks, creases - but are
very reasonable overall. [2]

1937 London, Midland & Scottish Railway doubleroyal POSTER 'Berkhamsted School, the Chapel'
by Norman Wilkinson (1878-1971), one of a
series titled 'Famous public schools on the LMS'.
Has been folded in the past and some of the folds
are now fragile, a small stain in the text and
minor losses at the top edge. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £120 to £150
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
216

Large quantity of London Country Bus Services
mainly double-royal POSTERS covering the period
from the company's inception in 1970 to its
demise in the 1980s. Together with lots 222 &
223, these posters formed the company archive
and were retrieved upon closure of the Reigate
HO. Huge variety, minor duplication, picture
shows a small selection. Many in very good
condition, some have edge-scuffs, corner
crumples/damp stains, filing holes. [40]

Lot
218

1943 WW2 double-royal POSTER 'Have your
tickets ready please' by Reginald Mayes
(1901-92). Issued by the Railway Companies and
London Transport under the name 'British
Railways', to encourage passengers to be more
organised when travelling under wartime
conditions and showing a queue of people being
held up by a woman searching for her ticket. In
excellent condition, linen-backed, with just faint
traces of previous folds. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot
220

1951 British Railways double-royal POSTER
'Holiday Guides now on sale' by 'Dickens' and
featuring a swimsuited woman lying on a beach
and reading one of the guides. A superb period
poster in excellent condition, linen-backed, with
just faint traces of previous horizontal folds. [1]
Estimate: £350 to £400

Lot
221

Estimate: £350 to £450

WW2 POSTERS comprising 1940 London
Transport
double-royal
'London
Pride
Exhibition....how London carries on through the
Blitz' (unknown artist), good condition with one
horizontal fold and a crease, plus undated H M
Stationery Office 'Look out in the Blackout', a little
larger than double royal, some wear and creases
but generally good. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot
222

Lot
224

Lot
226

Large quantity of London Country Bus Services
mainly double-royal POSTERS covering the period
from the company's inception in 1970 to its
demise in the 1980s. Together with lots 216 &
223, these posters formed the company archive
and were retrieved upon closure of the Reigate
HO. Huge variety, minor duplication, picture
shows a small selection. Many in very good
condition, some have edge-scuffs, corner
crumples/damp stains, filing holes. [40]

1944 London Underground POSTER MAP by H C
Beck 'Underground Routes to and from the mainline stations'. Believed to have been produced
largely for military personnel travelling during the
build-up to D-Day. Below the Beck map is an
index showing travel details from each main-line
station to the others. Linen-backed and in superb
condition, just faint traces of previous horizontal
folds. A most unusual issue. [1]

Selection of London Transport POSTER BOOKS
comprising 1949 'Art for All' (hardback with dustcover, all good), 1963 'London Transport Posters'
by Harold Hutchison (hardback with dust-cover,
all good) and 1976 'London Transport Posters' by
Michael F Levey (softback, light wear but still
good). Classic, sought-after editions. [3]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot
223

Lot
225

Large quantity of London Country Bus Services
mainly double-royal POSTERS covering the period
from the company's inception in 1970 to its
demise in the 1980s. Together with lots 216 &
222, these posters formed the company archive
and were retrieved upon closure of the Reigate
HO. Huge variety, minor duplication, picture
shows a small selection. Many in very good
condition, some have edge-scuffs, corner
crumples/damp stains, filing holes. [40]

Estimate: £80 to £100

1976 (March) London Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP designed by Paul Garbutt. Shows
the Fleet Line and the Piccadilly Line extension to
Heathrow as under construction and the
Northern City Line as closed pending transfer to
BR. A few blemishes but generally in good
condition, folded. [1]

Lot
227

London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938-Tube Stock Driving Motor Car
11197. These plates were located inside, at the
end of each car above the inter-communicating
door. In good condition with some splashes of
gold paint (easily removed, if wished) from the
re-painting of the grille behind the plate upon car
overhaul. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot
228

Lot
231

Lot
234

Selection of London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1969 'London Museums' by
Carol Barker (b1938), 1970 'Country Walks European Conservation Year' by Janet Archer
(b1942), 1971 'Grinling Gibbons' by Barbara
Pollock, 1972 'Osterley Park' by Richard Beer
(b1928) and 1972 'Richmond' by Graham Clarke
(b1941). In generally good condition, some edge
scuffs, filing holes near top. [5]

1922 London Underground MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How to Travel' with issue date 1-3-22. Designed
by MacDonald Gill with calligraphed station
names, the map opens out to 13.5" x 11" (34 x
28cm). A very good copy with a very slight trace
of adhesive on the spine where it was once
tipped into a guidebook and a very small parting
at one fold-corner but otherwise excellent. [1]

Pair of London Transport bus stop enamel Q/GPLATES comprising 'Queue this side/other side'
for routes 61 and 21/21A (this would have been
situated in Eltham) in very good, ex-stop
condition, plus a g-plate for the Superbus service
in the Stevenage area, a little weathered but
generally good. [2]

Estimate: £160 to £200

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
229

Lot
232

Quantity of British Rail & London Country Buses
double-royal (bar one) 1970s AIRPORT-THEMED
POSTERS comprising 3 x BR Southern/Rail-Air Link
examples for Gatwick Airport plus 11 x London
Country/Green Line issues re coach services to
Gatwick.
Heathrow,
Luton
etc
(minor
duplication). Generally in good condition, some
scuffed edges, crumpled corners, filing holes near
top. Picture shows selection from lot. [14]
Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot
230

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Baker St./Neasden on
the Metropolitan Line. Double-sided, reversable,
with brass ends. In gppd, ex-use condition with a
little damage to the enamel on both sides. [1]

London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Waterloo station. A
"silhouette" roundel in an integral alloy frame
and made for the Jubilee Line platforms. This is
the very collectable, smaller-size version
measuring 33" x 27" (84cm x 69cm). In superb
condition. [1]
Estimate: £550 to £650

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
235

A Gibson ticket machine HARNESS with backing
pad & clips, a conductor's BUDGET KEY and a
TICKET MACHINE BOX (strap broken), generic
type but will take a Gibson machine, plus a driveroperator's CASH TRAY. All in good, ex-use
condition. [4]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
236

Lot
233

Full set (16) of London Transport 'Buses for
Trolleybuses' TIMETABLE LEAFLETS covering the
14 stages of the trolleybus conversion
programme from March 1959 to May 1962. Plus
the complete set (3) of 'Buses for Trams'
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS similarly issued for the last
3 stages of the tram conversion programme in
1952. Generally in very good condition. [19]

Estimate: £80 to £100

London Transport bus conductor's set comprising
a Bell Punch TICKET MACHINE, serial no. 77276
(punches & rings) with backing-plate (marked
'London Transport') & strap, leather CASH BAG in
excellent condition, barely used, Metropolitan
Area PSV BADGE, CLIPPERS, 7-position wooden
TICKET RACK (containing used & unused tickets)
in well-used condition and an EMERGENCY
TICKET PACK with unused ticket packs. [6 items]

Estimate: £170 to £200
Estimate: £110 to £130
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Lot
237

Lot
240

Lot
242

1909 London Underground STREET & RAILWAY
MAP. A 54-page booklet featuring prominent use
of the then recently-introduced UndergrounD
logo and incorporating a coloured system map, a
monochrome illustration of the 'No need to ask a
p'liceman' poster, sectional street plans with the
Underground lines superimposed and a street
index. In well-used condition with some wear,
mainly to the cover. [1]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 711 destinated Sutton, Oxford
Circus, High Wycombe. This would have been
situated on the southernmost section of the
route, quite possibly in Reigate. Lightly
weathered from a long period in situ but
generally in good, ex-stop condition. [1]

London
Underground
enamel
SPEED
RESTRICTION SIGN complete with original bronze
frame. Thought to date from the 1930s/40s, one
of these is believed still extant at Ealing Common
depôt. Measures 32" (82cm) in diameter and has
some weathering and small losses resulting from
many decades in situ, probably at a train depôt. A
scarce item, not seen at auction before. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £500 to £700

Lot
241

Lot
238

Selection of trolleybus BRASS PLATES comprising
The Rheostatic Co Ltd, 'rating Trolley Bus', AEC
Southall chassis no 661T/328 (believed to be exBrighton 36), The English Electric Co Ltd Direct
Current Motor N32B and Metropolitan Cammell
Carriage & Wagon Co Ltd 'chassisless vehicle
contructed by...'. All in good, ex-use condition. [4]

Selection of London Underground alloy CAR
VENTILATION GRILLES as fitted at the end of each
carriage above the inter-communicating doors
and comprising 1 x R47 Stock, 2 x unrefurbished
1973 Tube Stock (1 with enamel number 107
from Driving Motor Car still in situ) and 2 x
unidentified tube stock, possibly 1983 Stock. The
longest measures 49" (114cm) in length. In good,
ex-use condition. [5]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot
243

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1938-1941 inclusive. All in lightlyused, good condition. [4 volumes]
Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
244

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
239

Quantity (33) of 1931/32 Green Line Coaches
Ltd/Skylark/Associated Coaches/Bucks Expresses
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS. All different, a wide variety
of mostly lettered routes. In good to very good
condition. [33]

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Harrow/West
Hampstead on the Metropolitan Line. Doublesided, reversable, with brass ends. An earlier type
of plate, without the centrally-located chain-holes
and has small lugs at top edge showing
abbreviations of the destinations. West
Hampstead sticker could be removed to reveal
the original Wembley Park. In generally good, exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £220

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot
245

Lot
247

Lot
249

The "District [Railway] MAP of Greater London &
Environs', first edition, dated 1902. From the
series which ran from 1902 to c1908. A largescale, fold-out map, paper on linen inside hard
covers, it opens out to 42" x 26" (107cm x 66cm).
The usual worn covers but the map is in good
condition. [1]

Midland Red items comprising an ENAMEL
HEADER PLATE, c1930s-50s, 15" x 3" (38cm x
8cm), some damage to the enamel, a brass
VEHICLE CHOCK inscribed 'Midland Red', possibly
pre-WW2, a 1975 framed RUNNING CARD ex
Leamington garage and a driver's/conductor's
SUMMER JACKET with epaulettes and 'Midland'
buttons, size 46, c1960s, in seemingly unused
condition. [4]

Pair of London Transport OFFICIALS' TIMETABLES
of Trams and Trolleybuses, the issues dated
November 21, 1945 and April 17, 1946 (comes
with Amendment Leaflet no 1). The former is in
very good, lightly-used condition with a small loss
to the front cover where an official's name has
been removed, the latter is in good, unmarked
condition witha little wear to the spine. [2]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
248

Lot
250

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Blackfriars station
shared by the District & Circle Lines and featuring
the colours of both lines plus a 'bullseye' logo for
the District. It is less common for these panels to
include the bullseye. 64" (163cm) long and in very
good ex-use condition with just a couple of small
chips and surface scratches. [1]

Selection of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES for routes 1 Mon-Fri, 71, 72, 131 Sunday
Fare Stage (in red) and 201. Some have a little
weathering but generally in good to very good,
ex-stop condition. [5]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
246

2 x Midland Red wooden, glazed CABINETS, the
first, c1950s, 22" x 38" (56cm x 97cm), with the
company's 'wheel' logo and sign-written
advertising excursions to Kenilworth, Leamington,
Stoneleigh,
Stratford
with
spaces
for
date/time/fare to be added and a background
picture of a coach & street scene; the second, 24"
x 35" (61cm x 89cm) containing a poster of Bus
Departure Points in Birmingham. The poster has a
print-code suggesting a date of 1948. Both in
good, used condition. [2]
Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £160

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
251

London Transport enamel BUS STOP FLAG
(compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style, E9size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete with
runners for 9 e-plates on each side (one runner is
a little bent but can be easily straightened).
Measures 18" x 31" (46cm x 79cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition with a good shine and just
a few small blemishes. [1]
Estimate: £280 to £330
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Lot
252

Lot
255

Lot
257

1932/33 London General Country Services
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising Southern
Division, Spring Service dated 10 April 1932 (small
corner loss to cover and part of page 105/6 (after
the timetable section) removed) and Northern
Division, Summer 1933, edition dated 1.7.33
issued under the auspices of the new LPTB
(detached front cover). [2]

London trolleybus WHEEL HUB-CAP with enamel
AEC badge said by vendor to be ex-N-class vehicle
from Colindale scrapyard. In ex-use condition.
Plus 2 x 1939 London Transport STL-type bus,
double-sided FARECHART BOARDS comprising
routes 451 & 489 from Northfleet garage and
routes 477 & 499 from Swanley garage, both in
ex-use condition. [3]

A City of London STREET SIGN from High Timber
Street, EC4, a short street off Upper Thames
Street between Southwark and the Millenium
bridges. An opal glass sign in its original
aluminium frame, measuring 18" (46cm) square,
we estimate it to date from the 1950s or perhaps
a little earlier. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot
253

Lot
256

Lot
258

1949 (1938) London Underground enamel
STOCK-NUMBER PLATE from R38-Stock driving
motor car 21145 which was converted from a
Q38 trailer in 1949. These plates were positioned
above the inter-communicating doors inside each
end of the car. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

A London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION
BLIND INSERT, believed to be an original from a
small batch made for London's last trolleybus, no
1521, and fitted on the last day of operation - 8
May 1962. Plus 2 x 'T' water-slide TRANSFERS as
affixed to the back windows of London's
trolleybuses, originals made by Tearne & Sons. All
items in unused condition with some storage
creases. [3]

London Underground 1938 Tube Stock enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Elephant
&
Castle/Queens Park on the Bakerloo Line. Doublesided, reversable, with brass ends. In ex-use
condition with some enamel loss on both sides.
[1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
254

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
259

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
Maidstone & District route 235 with the green
lettering used for other operators. In very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Pair of 1911 London Traffic Census large-scale
MAPS, the first showing "volume of Traffic at
various points and proportion of Trade to
Passenger Vehicles" over the whole of London
and the second a "Diagram of Central London
showing volume of traffic over the Bridges and
other selected points". Maps open out to approx
25" (64cm) square and are in excellent, folded
condition. Most unusual items. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot
260

Lot
263

Lot
265

WW2 London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE
BOOKLET ('Inspector's Red Book') of Central Area
Buses on and from Wednesday, July 5th, 1944,
one of the short wartime series with pale orange,
rather than red, covers! A fine example in very
good, unmarked condition. [1]

Southdown Motor Services COACH EXCURSIONS
DISPLAY BOARD. Vintage 1950s/60s, it advertises
Blackpool Illuminations on one side and
Edinburgh Tattoo on the other. Has small legs for
leaning against the side of a display coach as was
Southdown practice. It is assumed that the 1970s
stickers at the top edges cover up the original
green/gold operator's name. Measures 18" x 36"
(46cm x 91cm) and in good, ex-use condition. [1]

Southdown Motors Services Official TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS dated 27 Sept 1937 and for 29 May
1949 to 24 Sept 1949, both in very good, lightlyused condition (the former may be missing its
rear cover, difficult to tell) plus a Southdown
Motors (so inscribed) TRAVEL BLANKET as
thought to have been issued on the company's
coach excursions in the 1950s/60s. In excellent
condition. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
261

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
264

Selection of 1920s-40s Southdown Motor
Services Ltd fold-out ROUTE MAPS comprising
Route Map & Guide (undated but late 1920s),
Pictorial Map designed by Cedric Buxton (undated
but 1920s style) and 2 x 'Services throughout
Sussex' Route Maps of Omnibus & Express Coach
Services (neither dated but early post-WW2). In
good to very good condition, the second has a
few annotations to the routes list. [4]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
262

Selection of 1930s/40s Southdown Motor
Services Ltd TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising
Official Time Table & Route Map dated 1
February 1930 (scuffed back cover, otherwise
very good, fold-out map present), Official Bus
Time Table dated 1 Jan 1936 (scuffed spine,
otherwise very good, fold-out map present) and
WW2 Emergency Time Table No 5 dated April
10th, 1941 (very good condition). [3]

Lot
266

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Central Road Services) for
the year 1959, Volume 40, 1-27. In very good
condition, light wear to spine. A scarce item. [1]
Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
267

Estimate: £80 to £100

Pair of Southdown Motor Services DESTINATION
BOARDS as fitted to the front of coaches in the
1950s/60s (and possibly earlier too). Doublesided wooden boards with ends re-inforced with
metal. One reads Midhurst/Windsor (dated 1955)
and the other Chichester/Winchelsea & Rye. In
good, well-used condition. [2]

1945 London Transport Underground MAP. A
special printing produced to accompany the 1945
Report & Accounts of the LPTB. Bears the initials
FHS, believed to be those of Fred Stingemore.
Opens out to 20" x 17 " (51cm x 44cm), singlesided, and shows the planned extensions to
Ongar & Denham (Central Line) and to Alexandra
Palace & Bushey Heath (Northern Line). A couple
of edge-nicks, otherwise in very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Lot
268

Lot
271

Lot
273

1927 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the fourth edition, dated January
1927, and is in the smaller size of the first 5
editions. Crisp, firm and unmarked, this example
is in excellent condition. [1]

c1910
Metropolitan
Electric
Tramways,
Middlesex and Hertfordshire Light Railways small,
pocket-sized MAP OF ROUTES and Particulars of
Services. Opens out to 8.5" x 19" (22cm x 25cm).
In very good condition, just lightly used. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot
269

Lot
272

London Transport brass CHASSIS TAG, aka a
DUMB-IRON PLATE, for double-deck bus LT 216
accompanied by a postcard-sized PHOTOGRAPH
of the bus in service in May 1949. LT 216 entered
service with the LGOC at Nunhead garage in Feb
1931 and the last bus to carry this number was
withdrawn from Plumstead garage in Aug 1949
and shortly sent for scrap. The vendor obtained
the tag from the scrapyard. In good, ex-vehicle
condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
274

A loose-leaf BINDER containing a privatelyproduced record of bus operators in the outer
London & country area which were absorbed into
the LPTB in the 1933-35 period. Presented in
alphabetical order (Adam's Service to White
Heather Service), contains 100+ hand-drawn
route maps plus timetables, historical and other
information. A very impressive and unique
record. In very good condition. [1]

London Underground enamel DESTINATION
PLATE Charing Cross/Parsons Green on the
District Line. Double-sided, reversable, with steel
ends. The plate is the longer variant used in the
exterior position on the car-ends of the G (later
Q23) Stock. The ends carry the initials of the
destinations, presumably to identify them in the
storage rack. In used condition with some enamel
loss. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £150

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
270

London Transport brass CHASSIS TAG, aka a
DUMB-IRON PLATE, for double-deck bus ST 1050
accompanied by a postcard-sized PHOTOGRAPH
of the bus in service in 1949. ST 1050 was built
for the LGOC in Apr 1931 and lent to East Surrey
for Country service. The last bus to carry this
number, still a green bus, was withdrawn from
Dalston Central Area garage in May 1949 and
immediately sent for scrap. The vendor obtained
the tag from the scrapyard. In good, ex-vehicle
condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Quantity of London Underground EPHEMERA
including Victoria Line opening PHOTOGRAPHS,
BOOKLET, LEAFLETS, DVD etc plus 1990s/2000s
Traction Current Section DIAGRAMS, Engineer's
Train ROUTE MAPS, District Line REFERENCE
MANUAL (binder), Bakerloo Line TRAIN STAFF
HANDBOOK, Northern Line CAR LINE DIAGRAM,
transfers etc. Condition mostly very good to
excellent. [Quantity]
Estimate: £90 to £110
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Lot
275

Lot
278

Lot
281

Quantity of Underground Group HOLIDAY
SERVICES LEAFLETS & BROCHURES dated
1919-1929. These detail bus, Underground &
coach services at Easter, Whitsun, August BH &
Christmas. All different and a very comprehensive
run, not quite a full set. Mostly in good to very
good condition. [28]

A c1970s BUS STOP FLAG 'North Downs' from the
operator North Downs Rural Transport which ran
services in the Horsham and Orpington areas.
Double-sided, thick plastic or fibre-glass type
material. The side exposed to the sun, and
therefore presumably once faded, has been very
well refurbished. Otherwise in very good
condition. [1]

A run of 1936 London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS of London Area Buses, Coaches,
Trolleybuses, Tramways & Underground Railways
comprising consecutive monthly issues from
January to May 1936. These were the very last
issues of a short-lived series that ran from July
1934. All in good to very good, unmarked
condition. [5]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
279

Lot
282

Considerable
quantity
of
Underground
Group/London Transport HOLIDAY SERVICES
LEAFLETS & BROCHURES dated 1927-1957. These
detail bus, Underground & coach services at
Easter, Whitsun, August BH & Christmas etc.
Virtually all different and mostly in good to very
good condition. [63]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 853 'North Downs'. This service was a
private-sector initiative between Orpington and
Croydon operated by North Downs Rural
Transport between 1969-1976. In excellent, exstop condition. [1]

A run of 1934 London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS of London Area Buses, Coaches,
Trolleybuses, Tramways & Underground Railways
comprising consecutive monthly issues from July
to December 1934. These were the first issues of
a short-lived series that ran until May 1936. All in
good to very good, unmarked condition. [6]

Estimate: £140 to £180

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
277

Lot
280

1934 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP. An early H C Beck issue, No 2 1934,
and showing the escalator connection between
Bank and Monument stations. This is the version
with 'Liverpool Street' close to the station symbol.
An excellent example in very good condition, just
a very small stain on the rear cover and a tiny nick
at the bottom edge. [1]

Complete sets of London Transport TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for Central Buses for the years 1939
and 1940, in both cases including the offficial
indices. Loose-bound and in good condition, a
couple of the 1939 issues are photocopies,
otherwise all are originals. [2 volumes]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
276

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £100 to £120
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Estimate: £140 to £160

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
283

Lot
285

Lot
287

Selection of 1920s-onwards Midland Red fold-out
POCKET ROUTE MAPS comprising 'Map of
Midland Red Routes', undated but marked '1927'
(a little fragile with fold-partings), 'Map of
Midland
Red
Country',
undated
but
late-1920s/early 1930s (very good condition),
'Map of Midland Red Routes, Black Country &
District', undated but 1930s (very good condition)
and 'Midland Red Map of Routes', undated but
1950s (very good condition). [4]

Selection of LCC Tramways pocket MAPS &
GUIDES TO CAR SERVICES from the first series
and comprising editions dated January, February
and March 1914 with cover illustrations of the
Kingsway Subway entrances on the Embankment,
at Southampton Row and of St Mark's Church,
Kennington respectively. All in excellent
condition. [3]

1933 first edition of the H C Beck London
Underground DIAGRAMMATIC CARD MAP with
the now famous cover inscription 'A new design
for an old map...'. This is a special printing
produced for Orange Luxury Coaches with their
pick-up points highlighted on the map and with
details on the rear cover. A most unusual variant
in excellent condition, just slightly used. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £1100 to £1500

Lot
286

Lot
288

London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Barking/Bow Road on
the Hammersmith & City Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. An earlier type of
plate, without the centrally-located chain-holes
and appears to be intended for sliding into
holders. Has small lugs at top edge showing
abbreviations of the destinations. In good, ex-use
condition with some small enamel losses on both
sides. [1]

Selection of 1930s London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS comprising North-East Area for JanMar 1937, Western Area for April-June 1937 plus
Green Line COACH GUIDES No 2, 1937 (fold-out
map present) and No 4, 1939. All in good to very
good condition. [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
284

Quantity of London General Omnibus Co Ltd
MOTOR-BUS GUIDES etc (fold-out leaflets) from
the series issued c1917-1920 including an
unbroken run from no 1 to no 20. These feature
the early General 'bullseye' logo and were part of
the first serious attempt to encourage use of
London buses for leisure purposes after WW1.
Virtually all are different and they are mostly in
good to very good condition. [29]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
289

Estimate: £120 to £140

London Underground enamel STATION SIGNS
comprising a directional arrow in 1920s/30s style
with 4 feathered flights, white on red, excellent
condition, measuring 32" x 4" (81cm x 10cm) and
'Platform 2', black on white, believed by vendor
to be ex-London Bridge, measuring 50" x 6"
(128cm x 15cm) in good, ex-use condition with a
few small chips. [2]
Estimate: £90 to £120

Transport Auctions of London - 24th June 2017

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
290

Lot
293

Lot
296

Officially bound volume of PENNYFARE, the
London Transport Magazine, for the years
1939-41. This is the complete set of the larger,
pre-austerity 'War Series' issues from no 1 to no
24. In very good condition. [1 volume, 24 issues]

1910 GUIDEBOOK issued by the Charing Cross,
Hampstead & Highgate Railway entitled
"London's Latest Suburbs - an illustrated Guide to
the Residential Districts reached by the
Hampstead Tube". 108pp with a colourful
illustration and map of the line on the cover. A
most unusual item. Some age-staining and wear
to the covers but generally in very good
condition. [1]

Selection of 1920s 'LIST OF APPROVED ROUTES'
BOOKLETS issued by the Metropolitan Police,
Public Carriage Office and comprising issue 1
dated 11/24, issue 2 dated 4/25 + undated
amendment 'Additional Routes', issue 3 dated
10/26, issue 4 dated 11/29, combined Additional
Lists nos 1-11 dated 11/29-10/32 plus 2 x London
General Omnibus Co 'Complete List of Approved
Routes' dated July 1926. All well-used but intact.
An amazing archive. [8]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
291

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot
294

London Transport bus BODYBUILDER'S PLATE for
Metropolitan Cammell Carriage & Wagon Co Ltd
from one of the 700 RF-type AEC Regals with
bodies built by this firm in 1951-3. A rarely-seen
plate in good ex-vehicle condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
292

1932 edition of "Metro-Land" GUIDEBOOK issued
by the Metropolitan Railway. 146pp booklet with
cover illustration by Michael Reilly and complete
with fold-out Metropolitan Railway/Underground
map. Light cover staining but otherwise a very
good example. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
295

London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938-Tube Stock Trailer 012196.
These plates were located inside, at the end of
each car above the inter-communicating door. A
couple of very small chips and some splashes of
gold paint, easily removed if wished, from the
repainting of the backing grille upon overhaul but
overall very good. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

1910 Metropolitan Railway TIMETABLE BOOKLET.
Dated 1 November 1910 and 96pp. Includes
details of Pullman Car services to the City. Lightly
foxed and a short cover tear at the spine but
generally a very good example of this very scarce
publication. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot
297

A 1960s/70s City of Westminster fully-flanged
enamel STREET SIGN from Shaftesbury Avenue,
W1 in 'Theatreland'. These signs were designed
by Sir Misha Black in 1967 and feature an image
of Pierrot clowns. Measures 37" x 21.5" (94cm x
55cm). A few chips at the edges but generally in
very good, ex-use condition with an excellent
shine. [1]
Estimate: £300 to £400

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
298

Lot
301

Lot
304

1910 London Underground fold-out CARD
LEAFLET 'Train, Bus & Tram from Golders Green',
featuring an early use of the UndergrounD logo,
with a loose paper insert 'Hampstead Railway Bus
Service, Golders Green to Hendon', both in
excellent condition, plus a small 170pp POCKET
BOOKLET 'Tube-Bus Guide to London' dated
1928, in very good condition. [3]

London Underground 59/62/72 Tube Stock
DESTINATION BLIND for the Northern Line. A
complete blind in a plastic-type material and in
very good, used condition though rather dusty.
[1]

London Transport Tramways DESTINATION BLIND
from Norwood depôt dated June 29, 1948. A
complete blind with both hems present. In wellused but very reasonable condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £160 to £200
Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
302

Lot
305

Lot
299

Pair of Darlington Corporation TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLINDS. Both are complete blinds
and in good, ex-use condition. [2]
London Underground enamel DESTINATION
PLATE Inner Circle/Sth. Ken on the District/Circle
Lines. Double-sided, reversable, with brass ends.
The plate is the longer variant used in the exterior
position on the car-ends of the G (later Q23)
Stock. The ends carry the initials of the
destinations, presumably to identify them in the
storage rack. In used condition with some enamel
loss. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
303

Pair of Southdown Motor Services DESTINATION
BLINDS comprising an Eastern U/D dated 1973
and an Eastern EU dayed 1975. Both are in very
good ex-use condition, the former may be
incomplete at the lower end, the latter is
complete. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
306

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
300

1959 London Underground District Line R-Stock
DESTINATION BLIND. Dated 18.8.59, this is a
complete blind, manufactured in bus-style paperon-linen, probably at Aldenham Bus Works, and
marked 'Railway' on both white hems. In very
good, ex-use condition, just slight fraying at the
edges in places. [1]

Pair of coach & trolleybus DESTINATION BLINDS
comprising a Midland Red COACH BLIND for
vehicle types CM6-LC7, undated but c1960s, and
a Wolverhampton Corporation TROLLEYBUS
BLIND, undated but 1950s/60s. Both are
complete blinds, the first is in very good, ex-use
condition, the second is heavily used with
considerable deterioration at the top end. [2]

Pair of Maidstone & District Motor Services
DESTINATION BLINDS comprising one from
Gillingham depôt, undated but likely 1960s, and
one from Bexhill & Hastings depôts, also undated
but likely 1970s. Both are complete and in very
good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £160
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
307

Lot
310

Lot
313

Pair
of
Edinburgh
Corporation
TRAM
DESTINATION BLINDS, the first for the end boxes
and the second for the side boxes. Undated but
likely late 1940s/early 1950s. Both are complete
and in good, ex-use condition, the second is more
worn. [2]

Pair of Glasgow Corporation TRAM DESTINATION
BLINDS, the first dated Jan 1949 and marked
'Western Division, Govan Depôt Lower' and the
second, undated, marked 'Dalmarnock, Universal
Screen, Bottom'. These are the wider type used
on the older cars. Both are complete, heavily
used but still reasonable. [2]

London
Country
(London
Transportmanufactured) DESTINATION BLIND for a
Routemaster RCL coach at Grays (GY) garage
coded XX and dated 8.3.76. A complete blind with
both hems present. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
308

DESTINATION BLIND believed to be from a British
Railways Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU). Destinations
include London Midland and Western Region
stations. Made of a plastic/Tyvek-type material
which probably dates it to the 1970s/80s. In
good, ex-use condition, some small burn marks in
a couple of places, possibly from the bulb in the
box. The top white hem is missing. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
309

Huddersfield
Corporation
TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLIND. A complete blind, likely
1960s vintage, in very good, lightly-used
condition apart from a clean vertical split in the
bottom few panels, easily repaired. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
311

Pair of Glasgow Corporation TRAM DESTINATION
BLINDS, the first dated Feb 1950 and marked '
Parkhead & Coatbridge, Standard Car, Upper'
(the wider type of blind) and the second the
narrower type used on later cars, eg Coronation
class, and for the top box at Maryhill &
Dalmarnock depôts. Both are complete and in exuse condition, the first well used, the second less
so. [2]

Lot
314

London Transport Routemaster bus DESTINATION
BLIND. An ultimate blind, size NN, undated but
mid-1980s, garage not marked but possibly
Shepherds Bush (S). A very long Tyvek blind with
a number of landmark destinations. In very good,
lightly-used condition. [1]
Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot
315

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
312

London Transport Routemaster bus DESTINATION
BLIND from Battersea garage dated 27.6.84. An
ultimate blind manufactured at Aldenham works,
coded 'NN', complete, with both white hems
present and in very good, ex-use condition.
Contains some classic London landmark
destinations. [1]
Estimate: £120 to £150
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Pair
of
Blackpool
Corporation
TRAM
DESTINATION BLINDS, the first dated March 1960
(yellow on black) and including the long-closed
Marton depôt, and the second (white on black)
undated but likely late 1960s. Both blinds are
complete and in good, ex-use condition. [2]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
316

Lot
319

Lot
322

Ipswich Corporation TROLLEYBUS DESTINATION
BLIND in the unique and unusual format of that
town. A complete blind with both white hems
present. Undated but '1957' has been written at
both ends. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for M or L vehicles from Croydon (TC)
garage comprising NN, CC & KM variants in
white/black and NN & KM variants in
black/yellow. 1980s/90s. All are complete blinds
and in good/very good ex-use condition. [5]

Pair
of
Aberdeen
Corporation
TRAM
DESTINATION BLINDS, the first marked as exstandard 4-wheeler car 124 and the second as excar 28. Both are complete blinds in good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
317

Pair of bus/tram/trolleybus DESTINATION
BLINDS, the first a tram blind from Sunderland
Corporation (could also fit a pre-war bus) and the
second a bus or trolleybus example from West
Hartlepool Corporation. Undated but c1950s.
Both are complete blinds and in good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Lot
320

Newcastle Corporation Tramways DESTINATION
BLIND. Undated but 'pre-1944' written at one
end. A complete blind generally in good, ex-use
condition though some edge-damage in places
from winding. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
323

Pair of London Transport DESTINATION BLINDS
from Cricklewood (W) garage comprising a
Metrobus 'KM' blind (route number &
intermediate points) dated 12.12.80 and an 'NN'
blind (ultimate) dated 14.12.72, probably from a
DMS but will also fit RM, RT, M, T vehicles. Both
are complete blinds in good/very good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
318

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for DMS vehicles comprising an LTmanufactured 'NN' blind for Metrobus of
Orpington dated 9.7.86, an 'NN' for Croydon (TC)
garage Flat Fare routes dated 30.1.80 and a 'YY'
(side ultimate) from Ponders End (E) garage
dated 19.11.80. All are complete blinds in
good/very good, ex-use condition. [3]

Lot
321

Pair of Scottish bus DESTINATION BLINDS, the
first from Aberdeen Corporation/Grampian
Regional Transport and the second from
Alexander (Midland), Milngavie depôt. Undated
but c1960s/70s. Both are complete and in very
good, ex-use condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
324

London Transport Routemaster bus DESTINATION
BLIND believed to be that used on prototype RM
1 at Cricklewood garage in 1956-59 on routes 2 &
260 (display for route 1 also included on blind).
Coded 'B' and 'RM', this is the front intermediate
blind (these blinds were coded 'KK' on production
RMs). In ex-use condition, well-used in places. An
amazing survivor. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £120 to £160
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
325

Lot
327

Lot
330

c1914 London & Suburban Tramways MAP, linenbacked inside leathercloth cover with gold-leaf
title. Shows MET, LUT & SMET systems plus
Underground Railways. Opens out to 13.5" x 17"
(34cm x 43cm), in good condition. Contains,
inside a pocket in the cover, the paper equivalent
of the same map, a double-sided pocket map in
lightly-used condition. A most unusual item. [2]

1910 London Underground BOOKLET 'Aids to
Travel' Winter Season 1910-1911, a 32pp
publication compiled by the London Electric
Railways and containing a fold-out copy of the
1909 official Underground Map. Booklet has
some cover-wear and an annotation on the front,
the map is in excellent condition. [1]

London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Barking/East Ham on the
Hammersmith & City Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In used condition
with some enamel losses on both sides. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
326

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
routes 714 destinated Dorking and 717. Given the
various incarnations of the 717, this plate could
have been situated between Barnet and North
Finchley, around St Albans/Harpenden or even in
Park Lane but it is unclear why there is no
destination for the 717. A most interesting
combination and scarce plate. In very good, exstop condition. [1]

Lot
328

London Underground District Line 1950s/60s
ENAMEL FRIEZE PLATE from a station shared with
the southern section of the Circle Line, whose
colour appears on the upper edge, with the
District's on the lower one. A couple of small
chips but generally in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
331

London Transport GIBSON TICKET MACHINE,
serial no 30551, an Alpha Codes machine in good
working order, prints 'London Transport' on the
ticket. Comes with correct BOX, Conductor's
WEBBING HARNESS, PSV BADGE, quantity of
spare TICKET ROLLS, paper CASH BAGS and CASH
TOTAL SHEETS. [full set]
Estimate: £350 to £450

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot
329

Lot
332

Estimate: £550 to £750

British Railways (London Midland Region)
ENAMEL SIGN 'BUS SERVICES'. A single-sided,
unflanged sign measuring 25" x 5.5" (64cm x
15cm). Generally in excellent condition; a few
very small chips at the edges. [1]

London Transport bus conductor's leather CASH
BAG complete with BUDGET KEY. The correct
items to accompany a 'Gibson' ticket machine. An
excellent example in very good, lightly-used
condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
333

Lot
335

Lot
338

London Transport "Ultimate" TICKET MACHINE
no U156 ex Fulwell garage where it was used on
one-man operated RFs on routes 270 & 201.
Comes with original, matching box (strap broken)
containing ticket storage rack, cash bags and
overtime docket forms. Appears to work
correctly, tickets in machine are non-London. [1
set]

Very large quantity of London Transport/London
Country bus PANEL TIMETABLES for a huge
variety of routes numbered from 3 to 492 (plus
some of the 'Where to catch your Bus' variety)
and mostly dating from the 1980s/90s. In very
good to excellent condition. No obvious
duplication. [approx 750]

London Underground fold-out card LEAFLET
'Times of First and Last Trains' for the London
Electric, City & South London & Central London
Rlys, dated 29/9/21, in excellent condition, plus a
96pp BOOKLET "Perry's" Time Tables for the
North Kent & Loop Line and selected bus services,
dated August 1925, in used but very reasonable
condition. [2]

Estimate: £170 to £220
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
334

A City of London STREET SIGN from Change Alley,
EC3, a thoroughfare between Lombard St &
Cornhill in London's financial district, the site in
the 17th century of London's coffeehouses where
shares and commodities were first traded and the
location of the South Sea Bubble in 1711-1720.
An opal glass sign in its original aluminium frame,
measuring 27" x 12" (69cm x 31cm), we estimate
it to date from the 1950s or perhaps a little
earlier. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
336

British Railways (Scottish Region) ENAMEL SIGN
'WAITING ROOM'. A fully-flanged sign measuring
24" x 18" (61cm x 46cm) generally in very good,
ex-use condition, a few blemishes mainly on the
flange. [1]
Estimate: £170 to £220

Lot
337

Lot
339

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 423 destinated Birchwood, Swanley. A
double-vertical plate of the type generally used at
bus stations etc. It is thought that this is one of a
pair that were located in Dartford, Market Street.
In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot
340

Estimate: £400 to £500

London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Hampstead station on the Northern Line.
This is a tunnel-side sign measuring 24" (61cm)
square with its accompanying, original alloy
frame and is slightly curved to fit against the
tunnel wall. In excellent condition, barely a mark.
[1 + frame]
Estimate: £100 to £140

Set of London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATES from a 4-car unit of 1962-Tube
Stock comprising Driving Motor Cars 1588 &
1589, Trailer 2588 and Non-Driving Motor Car
9589. These plates were located inside the end of
each car above the inter-communicating door. In
good, ex-use condition with a few small chips
around some of the screw-holes and the odd
paint splash. [4]
Estimate: £120 to £140
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
341

Lot
343

Lot
346

1939 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP designed by Hans Schleger (aka
'Zero') who produced a short series from 1938-41
before responsibility was handed back to Beck.
This is issue No 1, 1939 and is a superb example
in excellent condition, near-mint, just a very slight
trace of adhesive on the spine where it was once
tipped into a guidebook. Tiny spots on the cover
appear to be from the original printing process.
[1]

Pair of London Transport Routemaster PLATES
from RM 773 comprising the bonnet FLEETNUMBER PLATE (complete unit with fixings) and
the front REGISTRATION PLATE (suspended type,
with rubber strip). The original RM 773 replaced
trolleybuses at Edmonton garage in 1961 and the
last bus with this number was withdrawn from
Croydon garage in 1985 and scrapped the
following year. The plates are in good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Redcar Services Ltd (of Tunbridge Wells)
TIMETABLE BOOKLET dated May 1934 'including
routes jointly operated with Autocar Services Ltd'.
In very good condition, pencilled annotations to
centre-fold route-map. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
342

Lot
344

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
347

National Omnibus Company Official TIMETABLE
BOOKLET for Bedford & District dated May 1928
with centre-fold route map. In excellent condition
other than a corroded staple. [1]
Pair of London Transport Routemaster
REGISTRATION PLATES (front) from RM 1839 (839
DYE) and RML 2680 (SMK 680F) respectively.
These are the suspended type with the protective
rubber strip. RM 1839 was new in 1964 and the
last vehicle with this number was scrapped in
1992. RML 2680 was new in 1967 and the last
with this identity was withdrawn in 2005 and may
still exist. Both in good, ex-vehicle condition. [2]

London Underground Standard (1920s) Tube
Stock enamel DESTINATION PLATE for
Ealing/Woodford on the Central Line. Doublesided, reversable, with brass ends. In ex-use
condition, some small repairs on both sides. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
348

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
345

Estimate: £60 to £80

London Underground 1950s/60s enamel FRIEZE
PANEL from the platforms at Holland Park station
on the Central Line. Length 55" (140cm). A couple
of small chips but generally in very good
condition. [1]
Selection of 1930s London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS comprising North-West Area for July
1934, South-West Area for Dec 1934 and SouthEast Area for Oct 1936. All in good to very good
condition. [3]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Estimate: £100 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
349

Lot
351

Lot
353

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PLATE from the Central Line
with the line name on the bar of a traditional
London Transport bullseye. Length 27" (69cm). A
few small blemishes but generally in very good
condition. [1]

1905 Central London Railway fold-out POCKET
MAP produced to promote its service from Bank
to Shepherds Bush. This is the much less-common
issue marked "Revised Issue, 1905". The line is
superimposed in red on a street-map background
and shows the generating station and depôt at
the western end with an inset plan of the
subways at Bank on the top right. The reverse has
travel and ticket information etc. In lightly-used
condition with a small tape repair at one corner.
[1]

1926 card MAP OF THE UNDERGROUND
RAILWAYS OF LONDON by F H Stingemore
'showing the extension from Clapham Common
to Morden'. Dated 18/8/26, with fares and times
on the reverse and in a form that, when folded,
creates a 'printed matter' card that can be
posted. 8" x 7" (20cm x 17cm) when open.
Postally unused and in good condition. A most
unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £120

Lot
350

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
352

c1925 Metropolitan Railway fold-out card
LEAFLET 'Something New' promoting the
company's new bus service linking its rather
remote Watford station with the town centre &
residential areas following its abortive attempts
to extend its line into the town. Opens out to a
plan of the bus service with a timetable on the
reverse. Very small filing holes otherwise very
good. Plus a 1932 Met Rlwy fold-out card
LEAFLET 'Train Service to & from Eastcote' in very
good condition. [2]
Estimate: £90 to £110

WW2 London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE
BOOKLET ('Inspector's Red Book') of Central Area
Buses on and from Wednesday, May 15th, 1940.
A fine example in very good, unmarked condition
other than the official's name on the cover. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
354

1964 (March) London Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP designed by Paul Garbutt. Shows
the Victoria Line under construction from Victoria
to Walthamstow, Hoe Street. In very good
condition, folded. [1]
Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot
355

London Underground fully-flanged ENAMEL SIGN
'Police Notice - No Parking...' featuring the LT
roundel. Estimated to date from the 1970s/80s.
Measures 21" x 31" (54cm x 79cm) and is in very
good condition, just a few small chips on the
flange. [1]
Estimate: £110 to £150
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Lot
356

Lot
359

Lot
362

London Transport bus stop enamel Q-PLATE
'Queue this side for 477, Queue other side for
51A, 61, 94, 229'. This would have been located
in Orpington and is an unusual mix of 'Country'
and 'Central' routes. Some very small chips at the
bottom r/h corner, otherwise in very good, exstop condition. [1]

Selection of LCC Tramways pocket MAPS &
GUIDES TO CAR SERVICES from the first series
and comprising editions dated February, March
and April 1913 with cover illustrations of Big Ben
and the Embankment entrance to the Kingsway
Subway respectively. The first two are lightly used
with short fold-partings, the third is in very good
condition. [3]

1911 London Underground POCKET MAP printed
by Johnson, Riddle & Co Ltd. This edition shows
the 3 separate Hammersmith stations, the CLR
extension to Liverpool St under construction and
the LBSCR lines to Crystal Palace. A genuine
pocket-map issue with the correct folds and in
excellent condition, a superb example. Opens out
to 10.5" x 8" (27cm x 20cm) . [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
360

Lot
363

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS &
COACH STOP SIGN (Bus 'Compulsory', Coach
'Request') from a 'Keston' wooden bus shelter. A
very unusual variant of these signs. Flanged,
single-sided and measuring 18" (46cm) square, it
is in superb condition with no obvious blemishes,
probably the best we have ever seen. [1]

Official bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches
for the years 1934 (first volume)-1937 inclusive.
Generally in good condition, covers are worn,
particularly on spines. [4 volumes]

Estimate: £170 to £220

Lot
357

London Transport enamel TRAM STOP FLAG
(compulsory version). A single-sided plate (18" x
15" - 46cm x 39cm) manufactured in the style of
those introduced in the 1930s and used until the
end of the first-generation of London trams in
1952. In excellent condition. [1]
Estimate: £170 to £220

Lot
358

London Underground enamel DESTINATION
PLATE Hammersmith/Mansion House on the
District Line. Double-sided, reversable, with steel
ends. The plate is the longer variant used in the
exterior position on the car-ends of the G (later
Q23) Stock. The ends carry the initials of the
destinations, presumably to identify them in the
storage rack. In well-used condition with enamel
loss on both sides. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot
361

Enamel BUS STOP FLAG 'General Buses stop here'
in the 'tombstone' style of the late 1920s/early
1930s. One of a small batch believed to have
been made in the 1980s, possibly by the former
Cobham Bus Museum, and a very authentic
replica in terms of size, lettering and colours.
Measures 17.5" x 23.5" (44cm x 60cm). In
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
364

1930s London Underground enamel PLATFORM
BULLSEYE SIGN from Swiss Cottage station on the
Bakerloo (now Jubilee) Line. A small, one-piece
bullseye measuring 24" (60cm) across and very
slightly curved to fit the tunnel wall. Likely to date
from the opening of the station in 1939. Some
barely-visible, well-executed restoration around
the 'C' and 'TT' and a little wear at the edges but
otherwise in very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £380 to £440

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Lot
365

Lot
368

Lot
370

1889 (September) Murray's TIME TABLE DIARIES District & Metropolitan Railways. A small, pocket
BOOKLET containing timetables for the two first
Underground railways plus Thames tide tables,
period advertisements for steamers, the Crystal
Palace etc and a fold-out UNDERGROUND MAP
'District Railway Miniature Map of London'.
Some signs of age but generally very good, no
material damage. A most unusual item. [1]

Selection of 1925/26 London Underground 'How
to Travel to & from...' POCKET BOOKLETS with
card covers comprising Highgate & District and
Sudbury Town & District, both dated October
1925, and Osterley, Hounslow & District dated
May 1926. The first two contain fold-out
Underground maps by MacDonald Gill with
timetable & ticket information etc on the reverse,
the last has just the timetable & ticket
information etc. In good to very good, lightlyused condition. [3]

A 1930s "art deco"-style LAMP UNIT from the
interior of a London Underground 38-Tube Stock
car (comprises backing unit & opaque glass
shade) PLUS the STOCK-NUMBER PLATE from 38Stock Driving Motor Car 10237, a depôt-made
replacement for the (presumably) lost or
damaged original. Both items in ex-use condition.
[2] NB: The lamp unit is not for domestic use and
must be safety-tested by a qualified electrician
before any kind of electrical use.

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
369

Lot
371

Selection of 1925 London Underground 'How to
Travel to & from...' POCKET BOOKLETS with card
covers comprising Queen's Park, Kilburn Park,
Maida Vale & Warwick Avenue dated August
1925, and Finsbury Park & District and Ealing
Common & District, both dated October 1925. All
contain fold-out Underground maps by
MacDonald Gill with timetable & ticket
information etc on the reverse. In excellent
condition. [3]

Officially bound volume of London Transport
(LPTB) Road Transport (Central Buses) TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for the year 1936, complete with
index. Pages somewhat age-darkened, some loss
to the spine. A very scarce item. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot
366

Officially bound volume of PENNYFARE, the
London Transport Magazine, for the years
1941-47. This is the complete set of the smaller,
austerity 'War Series' issues from no 25 to no 90,
the final issue. In very good condition. [1 volume,
66 issues]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
367

Estimate: £90 to £110

London Tram & Trolleybus Conductor's
METROPOLITAN STAGE CARRIAGE BADGE
T16653. Equivalent to PSV licence badges, these
were issued from 1935-1962 for electric traction
in the capital. Horseshoe fitting on reverse. In
good, used condition, a few scratches. [1]
Estimate: £150 to £200
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Lot
372

Lot
374

Lot
377

1946 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP by H C Beck (whose names appears on the
River Thames!) with a decorative border by 'Shep'
(Charles Shepard). Largely in pre-war style,
headed 'London's Underground', with the prewar planned Central & Northern Line extensions
to Ongar, West Ruislip, Bushey Heath and
Alexandra Palace shown. Folded, with some
edge-scuffs and a very small fold-corner parting
but generally very good. [1]

A City of London STREET SIGN from Mitre Street,
EC3, a short thoroughfare off Aldgate in London's
financial district and the scene in 1888 of one of
'Jack the Ripper's' murders. An opal glass sign in
its original aluminium frame, measuring 27" x 12"
(69cm x 31cm), we estimate it to date from the
1950s or perhaps a little earlier. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

London Transport 1930s enamel bus stop
timetable panel HEADER PLATE. This is the preWW2 design featuring over and underlining with
diamond cutouts. This example is in excellent
condition with nothing more than very minor
wear at the edges. Size: 8" x 3" (21cm x 7cm). [1]

Estimate: £600 to £800

Lot
373

1950s Associated Motorways Booking Office SIGN
featuring an illustration of a coach with windownotices reading 'London to South Coast, Midlands
to South Coast'. Measures 18" x 12" (45cm x
31cm) and made of a perspex-type material. In
excellent condition with minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot
375

Officially bound volume of the 1920 London
General Omnibus Company LEAFLETS 'LISTS OF
MOTOR BUS ROUTES', the approx weekly series
during and immediately after WW1. This is the
complete volume of issues 1-49 (Jan-Dec) 1920
and is in very good condition, light wear to the
cover. [Volume of 49 issues]
Estimate: £220 to £260

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
376

Complete year-set for 1919 of the London
General Omnibus Company LEAFLETS 'LONDON
TRAFFIC NOTES & NEWS' ('Lists of Motor-bus
Routes Working'), the approx weekly series
during and immediately after WW1. This is an
unbroken run of issues 1-51 (Jan-Dec) 1919 and
virtually all are in very good condition (issue 41 is
a photocopy). [51]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot
378

1937 London Passenger Transport Board largescale MAP showing trolleybus routes, existing,
authorised and proposed. Shows all the planned
south London network, Kingsway Subway,
Alexandra Palace spur plus all depôts and a
proposed link between Highgate and East
Finchley. Opens out to 32" x 25" (82cm x 64cm),
in excellent condition. Plus a 1934 MAP of Central
Bus Routes, special edition ex LT Annual Report,
23" x 17" (59cm x 45cm) in excellent condition.
[2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
379

Aluminium BODY PANEL from 1937 London
Transport F1-class trolleybus 688 containing the
fleetnumber. This is the nearside panel that was
situated above the wheel-arch. 688 was scrapped
at Penhall Road in May 1959 where this panel
was obtained. In ex-scrapyard condition. [1]

Estimate: £220 to £260
Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot
380

Lot
383

Lot
385

London Transport bus & trolleybus stop enamel
Q-PLATE 'Queue this side for 207, 207A, 255,
Queue other side for 660, 666'. This would have
been located in East Acton between November
1960 and January 1962 when the 660/666 were
withdrawn. An amazing survivor in very good, exstop condition with just minor blemishes at the
lower edge. [1]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
trolleybus routes 521/621 which ran from North
Finchley to Holborn Circus, the only
differentiation between them being the direction
of travel around the Holborn loop. Formerly tram
route 21, the 521/621 were replaced by
Routemaster route 221 in 1961. An amazing
survivor In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

1915 Brighton Corporation Tramways fold-out
MAP 'showing the Routes, together with all the
Places of Interest reached from each, and a Key
Plan of the Brighton District'. Not officially dated
but has been marked in pencil 'July, 1915' which
we have no reason to doubt. Fragile covers with
small losses and a repair to the spine, the map is
in good condition apart from a small loss in the
area of text at the side. A most unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £800 to £1000

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot
384

Lot
386

British Railways (London Midland Region)
ENAMEL SIGN 'NO SMOKING' featuring the
original BR 1948-65 'totem' logo. A single-sided,
unflanged sign measuring 24" x 12" (61cm x
31cm). Generally in excellent condition; a couple
of tiny blemishes at the edge and a very small
restored area around the screw-hole in the
bottom r/h corner. [1]

Full set (all 12 issues) of the 'Stingemore' London
Underground CARD MAPS issued between 1925
and 1932. Comprises all 5 of the early, smallersize editions and all 7 of the later, larger issues. A
most unusual opportunity to acquire the
complete set. All are in minimum very good,
unmarked condition, several are close to mint.
[12]

Estimate: £170 to £220

Estimate: £1200 to £1500

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot
381

Gibson Ticket Machine WEBBING HARNESS. In
very good, ex-use condition with all buckles, clips
and backing pad present. [1]
Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot
382

London Buses Routemaster Bus Conductor's
leather CASH BAG embossed 'London General'
and complete with strap and locker/destination
blind key. Appears to be unused and as new other
than very light storage marks. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot
387

Lot
389

Lot
392

London Transport enamel BUS & RED ARROW
STOP FLAG. A 1960s 'bullseye'-style, E6-size,
double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete with
runners for 6 e-plates on each side. One side
contains a selection of 6 central London EPLATES, the other side is empty. The flag
measures 18" x 26" (46cm x 66cm) and is a
superb example of this unusual flag. Just a couple
of small blemishes on one side which have been
touched in. [1 flag + 6 plates]

London Underground framed enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Earl's Court station,
probably from the Piccadilly Line platforms. One
of the smaller, tunnel-side versions 24" (61cm)
across, c1980s. Complete with original bronze
frame. Minor signs of use but generally in
excellent condition. [3 parts + frame]

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Central Road Services) for
the year 1958, Volume 39, 1-26. In very good
condition. A scarce item. [1]

Estimate: £600 to £800

Lot
388

Officially bound volumes of London Transport
ALLOCATION SCHEDULES of Country Buses &
Coaches, the first being nos 1-8, July 1937 (the
first issue) to October 1940 and the second nos
9-18, April 1941 to March 1946. Some wear to
covers but contents in good condition. Official
amendments have generally been made in each
case. Scarce items. [18 issues in 2 volumes]

Estimate: £600 to £700

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
393

Lot
390

WW2 London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE
BOOKLET ('Inspector's Red Book') of Central Area
Buses on and from Wednesday, 7th October,
1936 - the second edition. A fine example in very
good, unmarked condition. [1]

Early 20th century South Metropolitan Electric
Tramways & Lighting Co Ltd ROUTE MAP &
TIMETABLE. Pocket-sized, opens out to 17" x 13"
(43cm x 34cm). Reverse has times, fares adverts.
Undated but features the BET 'wheel & magnet'
logo so we estimate it to approx 1905-1910.
Short fold partings, some taped on the reverse
but generally very good for its age. A very scarce
item not seen at auction before. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot
391

Lot
394

1933 first edition of the H C Beck London
Underground POCKET DIAGRAMMATIC CARD
MAP with the now famous cover slogan "A new
design for an old map." This is the version overprinted on the cover with the name of the new
London Passenger Transport Board which took
over in July 1933. A very good example, just
lightly-used. [1]

London Transport Country Area GIBSON TICKET
MACHINE no 36185. Prints pre-decimal values 1d
to 1/- + 3/- but farewheel shows a mixture of
(non-matching) decimal/pre-decimal values. May
have been a change-over training machine.
Comes with (almost new) box, harness, spare roll,
cash bags, waybill backing pad, Gibson instruction
booklet. Prints OK, operator name removed from
printing plate. [1 set]

Estimate: £140 to £180

Estimate: £1200 to £1600
Estimate: £600 to £800
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Lot
395

Lot
398

Unbroken run of Green Line Coaches Ltd TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS from issue No 1 in December 1930 to
No 74 in November 1932. Loose bound and in
very good condition, small punch-holes near the
top edge. [74]

London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Baker Street, a complete 4part sign comprising bar, half-circles and bronze
frame. Likely to date from the 1980s, the sign is in
very good, used condition with just a little
grazing/surface scratches on the bar and a couple
of small chips which are hidden by the frame. It
measures 51" (130cm) across by 42" (107cm)
down. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot
396

Estimate: £800 to £1000

Lot
399

A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Broadway, SW1, famous for no 55, the traditional
headquarters of London Transport and also as the
address for 49 years until very recently of New
Scotland Yard. The 'Gothic' script of the heading
suggests a vintage of 1940s/50s. Measures 36" x
12" (91cm x 31cm). A little weathered and a few
chips, mainly at the edges, but generally in
presentable, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot
397

1926 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the second edition, dated January
1926, and is in the smaller size of the first 5
editions. Crisp, firm and unmarked, this example
is in superb condition, close to mint. [1]
Estimate: £180 to £220

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 712 destinated Leatherhead,
Box Hill, Dorking. Likely to have been situated in
Epsom and it is not known why an individual plate
was made for the 712 when the 713 ran the
identical journey to Dorking. Destinated e-plates
for the 712 are exceptionally uncommon. In very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]
Estimate: £600 to £800

Lot
400

1939 London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATE from P-Stock driving motor car
14199. This car was the first of its type to be lost
in WW2 when it was destroyed by enemy action
at Neasden on 27 September 1940, when only a
year old. The excellent condition of the plate
reflects its short use. An amazing survivor. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300
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